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I. The working group “Europe at Schools in South 
Eastern Europe” 
In January 2000 the Center for European Integration Studies (ZEI) at the 
Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-University in Bonn initiated the “Network 
for European Studies in South Eastern Europe” at a conference in Sofia. 
Meanwhile, the Network comprises almost 40 universities and institutes 
both from South Eastern and Western Europe. The Network has agreed on 
a comprehensive working programme, with the purpose of starting and 
strengthening new Europe-oriented study programmes in the region of 
South Eastern Europe. It aims at strengthening “stability through educa-
tion” in the region by 
•  holding yearly conferences in the countries of the region,  
•  organizing working groups on different topics, 
•  giving advice in curricula development, 
•  sending a Flying Faculty for teaching at European Studies Centers, 
•  holding Train the Trainer seminars, 
•  establishing Regional European Studies Centers, 
•  providing a database of all programmes in the region, and 
•  publishing teaching and learning material. 
These activities are mainly financed by the German national budget for the 
Stability Pact, in close cooperation with partners like the German Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, the German Rector’s Conference, the German Acade-
mic Exchange Service and the Hertie Foundation. 
The Network participants have expressed the desire to form a special work-
ing group that would monitor the reform of school systems and teacher 
education in South Eastern Europe. With the European integration process, 
the challenges of globalisation and the transformation of South Eastern and 
Central Eastern European societies, schools and teacher education face new 
demands that will have a significant impact on the reform processes in the 
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region in the years to come. The Network participants have all agreed that 
the dissemination of knowledge about Europe, raising the awareness of a 
European consciousness in schools as well as  promoting teacher education 
which is based on the European integration process are in line with the cur-
rent needs of all transition countries. Furthermore, schools and teacher edu-
cation will have a long-term impact on the success of the European integra-
tion process in the whole region.  
Therefore, initiatives have been discussed within the Network to see how 
the European orientation of teacher education can be promoted in relation 
to European issues, in order to get students acquainted as early as possible 
with the European  system of values, its traditions, with the presence and 
the future of a common Europe. Also, the Network has been dealing with 
the problem of how to train multipliers and advisers at Ministries of Educa-
tion, institutes for education, at schools and teacher education faculties and 
academies in South Eastern and Central Eastern Europe who will, in turn, 
on the basis of different national reform efforts,  promote and observe 
Europe-oriented reform processes in schools and teacher education. It is 
evident that there is a significant deficit in all three areas within the region. 
This was the background for establishing the working group “Europe at 
Schools” during the 3
rd annual Network conference in Thessalonica in May 
2001. The working group was founded within the “Network of European 
Studies in South Eastern Europe” by the Center for European Integration 
Studies (the co-ordinator of the Network is Dr. Emil Mintchev). The 
chairman of the working group is Doc. Dr. Siegfried Gehrmann  from Za-
greb University, director of the Institute for Globalisation and Intercultural 
Learning (IGI); Dr. Rafael Biermann from ZEI is responsible for the over-
all management and direction of the group.  
The main task of the working group was to initiate a dialogue among dif-
ferent partners of the Network and to develop projects for a future Euro-
pean dimension of schools and teacher education in the region. In 2002, 
three main working areas were defined during three meetings of the work-
ing group in Ankara and Zagreb with the following aims:  
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•  to assess the present situation concerning the European dimension in 
education in the participant countries in order to get information 
about shortages and development tendencies concerning the Euro-
pean orientation in education in the region (“Country Profiles”); 
•  to develop an interdisciplinary core curriculum for postgraduate 
studies in order to train advisers and multipliers for a Europe-
oriented reform in schools and teacher education in the region (Mas-
ter of European Education). The core curriculum consists of mod-
ules, which will allow to offer individual modules within “train the 
trainers” courses in the region; and 
•  to assist in establishing an international Center for European 
Teacher Education, Education Management and European Studies 
including a European Documentation Center in Zagreb which will 
start operating in the winter term 2004/05. The study programme 
Master of European Education will take place in this Center with the 
aim of achieving continuity in the development and support of 
Europe-oriented school and teacher education reforms. Besides, the 
Center will become a place of study and research and a meeting 
point for students and professors from South Eastern and Central 
Eastern Europe and from the EU whose area of study is European 
education.  
In order to implement all three aims contacts have been established with 
school principals from Germany and from those countries in the region, in 
which Europe already holds a prominent place in education. Moreover, 
university professors and scientific institutions from Germany and the re-
gion that are responsible for teacher education and that deal primarily with 
issues of European education have been consulted.  
The results of these efforts are published in this series, which was estab-
lished by the Center for European Integration Studies in 2001 in order to 
make teaching and learning material on all aspects of European integration 
available for universities and schools throughout South Eastern Europe. 
The series makes public the results of research projects conducted in the 
framework of the “Network for European Studies in South Eastern 
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Europe”. Two results of the working group “Europe at Schools” have been 
published so far: 
(1) “Europe at Schools in South Eastern Europe – Country Profiles”, ed-
ited by Dr. Rafael Biermann from ZEI, evaluating in detail the state 
of affairs concerning Europe at Schools in the individual countries of 
the region. 
(2) “Europe at Schools in Gemany”, edited also by Dr. Biermann, pro-
viding readers in South Eastern Europe with very practical, creative 
examples of two German schools on how they try to bring Europe 
dear to the minds of their pupils. 
This core curriculum, the third product of the working group, was elabo-
rated by two groups of university professors: in Germany, the working 
group conducting international and intercultural comparative educational 
research at the Department of Educational Sciences of Münster University, 
supervised by Prof. Dr. Marianne Krüger-Potratz; and in Croatia, a working 
group whose members are professors from the Teacher Education Acad-
emy of Zagreb University in co-operation with professors from the Faculty 
of Philosophy, led by Doc. Dr. Siegfried Gehrmann. The two groups have 
jointly developed the core curriculum. The Institute for Globalisation and 
Intercultural Learning (IGI) in Zagreb has assumed the project manage-
ment.   
All of the texts, including this one, are available on the Homepage of ZEI 
for downloading (www.zei.de). 
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II.  The core curriculum – an introduction 
1. Aims and participants’ profile 
The core curriculum Master of European Education is intended for gradu-
ates of pre-service teaching study programmes, teaching staff at schools, 
institutions of pre- and in-service teacher training (academies and faculties) 
in South Eastern and Central Eastern Europe and in the EU as well as for 
officials at Ministries of Education, Science and European affairs, includ-
ing educational institutes, whose professional concern are reform issues 
and European integration in school and national teacher education, i.e. who 
work at schools or teacher education institutions.  
The work on the core curriculum proceeded intentionally both in German 
and English, which is in line with the idea of supporting multilingualism in 
Europe and  with the historical relevance and today's presence of the Ger-
man language in South Eastern and Central Eastern Europe. Sufficient 
knowledge of English and German is thus a prerequisite for the full partici-
pation in the study programme.  
The core curriculum Master of European Education is structured interdisci-
plinary. It offers a thematic overview of the basic questions concerning 
Europe-oriented reform processes at schools and in teacher education as 
well as an overview of European education policy perspectives. The major 
topics of discussion encompass: European identity, the European dimen-
sion in the national curricula of compulsory education and in teacher 
education, school and teacher education reform in the context of 
globalisation and European integration, teaching and learning in 
multicultural societies, issues of civil society, democracy and human rights 
education at schools and in teacher education, challenges facing the 
teaching and learning processes under the influence of new media, issues of 
language policy and multilingual education in Europe, standards 
development for interculturally-oriented school textbooks and other 
teaching materials in a uniting Europe of linguistic and cultural difference, 
school quality and co-operation among schools in Europe as well as 
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schools in Europe as well as intercultural learning as a prerequisite for a 
successful process of European integration.  
The aim of the core curriculum is the education of European multipliers 
and advisers (education managers and teaching staff) at Ministries of Edu-
cation, educational institutes, schools, teacher education faculties and   
academies. The modular structure of the core curriculum makes it possible 
to cater for different participants’ profiles. The training will enable them to 
facilitate and promote Europe-oriented teaching and learning at schools and 
in teacher education institutions and to initiate and take part in Europe-
oriented school and teacher education reforms.  
The training of European multipliers and advisers (education managers and 
teaching staff) at Ministries of Education, Science and European affairs as 
well as in educational institutes will result in the following qualifications 
depending on the participants' profile:  
•  The core curriculum modules should enable participants to  reflect 
Europe-oriented national curricula and reform processes into school 
and teacher education areas and to support reform tendencies in their 
own countries through concrete advisory activities in the direction of 
European integration and compatibility.  
•  The participants will be able to take part in developing standards for 
school textbooks and teaching materials that promote the idea of in-
tercultural learning, democracy and human rights education and 
peaceful coexistence in a united Europe. In this context they should 
develop international and intercultural projects and manage them 
administratively.  
•  The participants, as future experts on European matters, should be 
able to advise Ministries of Education and other educational insti-
tutes in language issues. They should assist those institutions in de-
veloping multilingualism concepts for schools, in order to increase 
the mobility of students in Europe and to enable appreciation and 
understanding of linguistic and cultural diversity in Europe. 
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The educational profile of the core curriculum will result in the education 
of Europe multipliers and advisers in schools and teacher education institu-
tions at universities having the following qualifications:  
•  As future training professionals, the participants will be able to ad-
vise teachers, school principals and teacher trainers on the organisa-
tion and carrying out of European projects in the teaching process. 
They will also advise teachers on the development of Europe materi-
als for the teaching process, on the analysis of already existing mate-
rials about Europe and their adaptation for the needs of a particular 
country. 
•  The core curriculum will enable participants to work on establishing 
relations among schools and teacher education institutions in Europe, 
to take over tasks connected with international project management 
and to launch students' exchange programmes.  
•  The graduates in this curriculum, as future teachers and experts on 
multilingualism, curriculum development, intercultural learning and 
education for peace and democracy in Europe, will be able to support 
school and university developments at their work places in the direc-
tion of Europe-oriented reforms. They will also advise during the 
practical realisation of those developments, such as designing new 
curricula.  
•  The graduates in this curriculum will be able to transmit key qualifi-
cations and media competence in schools and teacher education insti-
tutions by giving advice concerning curricula and their practical re-
alisation. At the same time, they will work as experts for distance 
learning on the internationalisation and promotion of the European 
dimension of school and teacher education through the use of the 
Internet. 
Altogether, the graduates in the core curriculum will become experts on 
European issues in the areas of school and teacher education. They will be 
able to establish contacts with Europe-oriented educational institutions, 
European and international organisations and bodies which might support 
their advisory activities. Based on their knowledge on European matters, 
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they will be in a position to advise Ministries of Education, educational in-
stitutions, dean's offices, teacher education institutions and/or individual 
teachers on European developments in the areas of teacher education and 
school. They will contribute to the continuous development of national 
education systems and to co-operation among schools, thus paving the way 
for European integration.  
2. Modular structure and basic characteristics  
The core curriculum consists of modules and units. A module covers a 
thematic field and consists of several thematically defined units. Each unit 
includes teaching sessions, learning sequences, practical exercises and in-
dividual activities. Decisions concerning methods should result from the 
topic, the audience and the learning environment. The choice of the term 
“unit” underlines the fact that neither the way of teaching nor the time 
needed are fixed in advance. The teacher has the freedom to set priorities, 
to choose forms of work and to adjust the units to the given circumstances 
and to the planned goals.  
The first module within this core curriculum is to be understood as a basis 
module, whereas the order of the other modules can be changed. The core 
curriculum is based on the idea of deepening competence in relation to the 
topics. The units within a module correspond to and cover different parts of 
a competence field. In order to maintain a consequent modular structure, 
single units are conceived in such a way to combine with other competence 
fields if necessary.  
The modules 1 to 4 consist of two sections: the units of section A are more 
conceptual and the unit in section B are more practical and deal with educa-
tional policies and pedagogical practice. All of the modules are conceived 
in a way that makes them transferable to other study programmes. This is 
possible due to the planned structure which complies with  European stan-
dards (ECTS and the credit system).  
The bibliographical references of the core curriculum have been selected in 
a way which makes it possible to build up an independent library concern-
ing each particular issue of European education. The bibliographical refer-
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ences take into consideration the different experiences of West, South East-
ern and Central Eastern Europe. The structure of the appendix refers to ba-
sic titles on the one hand, and, on the other hand, to scientific journals, 
web-sites and data banks, which enable an insight into current discussions 
without special effort.  
The first module What is Europe? – Basic issues and dimensions of Euro-
pean identity and of educational policies in Europe – deals with the basic 
questions of European identity and educational policies. On the one hand, 
priority is given to the issues of finality of the European integration proc-
ess, of the European cultural background and of the interrelation between 
national and transnational identity in a Europe that is becoming increas-
ingly multicultural. On the other hand, basic aspects and perspectives of 
European educational policies are being examined. Those refer to the inter-
relation between European integration policy and the transformation of 
educational systems in South Eastern and Central Eastern Europe, to the 
impact of globalisation on education in Europe and to the basic questions 
of reforms in education with the focus on teacher education in the EU and 
in transition countries.  
The second module – European dimension in education and the construc-
tion of a European educational system – consists of units which in section 
A deal with concepts leading to Europeanisation in the education area and 
study problems of social inequality which accompany this process, whereas 
section B discusses the design of appropriate curricula. It is necessary to 
pay attention to the fact that human rights education and intercultural learn-
ing represent two different approaches with the same goals, which will 
necessarily result in a number of overlaps. The third unit deals with the as-
sumptions on which the two concepts are based. Section B is about the ap-
plication of the concepts to curricula on two levels: firstly, on the level of 
general and vocational education and, secondly, to teacher education.  
The focus of the third module – The Media: European dimensions of com-
munication and learning – are traditional and new media, which should 
support learning for Europe both at schools and in the training of educa-
tional experts. Thus the units will enable participants to realize the possi-
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bilities and limits of media application and provide them with the criteria 
for assessing teaching materials both in printed and in electronic form to 
test whether they are “eligible for Europe”. Furthermore, the graduates of 
the master study programme will be able to assist other teachers in media 
issues and initiate the production of appropriate materials.  
Linguistic pluralism in Europe plays a significant role in all of the modules. 
However, the fourth module – Language policies and language teaching: 
approaches to multiculturalism in Europe – looks at this issue from differ-
ent perspectives. Section A is about handling linguistic and cultural diver-
sity in Europe and about the past and present attitudes towards language 
and culture heterogeneity: on the one hand, in relation to school language 
policy and, on the other hand, discussing the necessity of developing con-
cepts for multilingual education.  All languages should be taken into con-
sideration at all times: official languages and languages spoken in a certain 
country, foreign languages which have been traditionally and currently 
taught at school, indigenous minority languages and “migrated” languages, 
i.e. those languages whose speakers have lived for a limited period of time 
or permanently in different European countries as a result of international 
migration and European integration. Section B goes deeper into the issues 
of this module using two case studies, the former examining the interrela-
tion between the elements of native and foreign culture in foreign language 
textbooks, and the latter dealing with the construction of foreignness on 
examples of fictional and non-fictional texts which can be used in the 
teaching and learning process.  
The fifth module – The development and management of schools and of 
education in Europe – makes the participants acquainted with different 
school models and with the current international discussion about school 
development, school evaluation and quality assurance. The final unit of this 
module is specifically dedicated to the question of the didactic formation 
and management of European school projects.  
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3. Perspectives 
An international one-year masters study programme – “Master of European 
Education” – will come into existence in the academic year 2004/05 on the 
basis of this core curriculum. The programme is conceived as a postgradu-
ate study, open for students from South Eastern and Central Eastern Europe 
and the EU. The graduates of this postgraduate programme will acquire the 
title of European Master.  Study visits to schools and European organisa-
tions will be an integral part of this programme. The masters program will 
be organised as distance learning and as traditional tuition at the Universi-
ties of Zagreb and Münster. The working languages of the postgraduate 
programme are German and English. The teaching staff will be interna-
tional. 
The holders of the study programme “Master of European Education” are 
the Teacher Education Academy in Zagreb and the Section for Educational 
Sciences at the Department of Educational and Social Sciences of Münster 
University. The university lecturers from Zagreb and Münster that have 
been working on the core curriculum will continue their work on adjusting 
the modular structure of the curriculum to the conditions of a one-year 
study programme according to European standards (ECTS and the credit 
system).  
An international Center for European Teacher Education, Education Man-
agement and European Studies will be established in Zagreb in order to 
facilitate the realisation of the masters study program. The Center will also 
include a European Documentation Center. It will provide education for 
new administrative personnel (educational managers) and for teachers in 
South Eastern and Central Eastern Europe (and in the EU), who will, in 
future, be Europe multipliers and advisers at Ministries of Education, edu-
cational institutes, schools and teacher education faculties and academies. 
They will have an important role in facilitating and supporting long-term 
reforms at schools and in teacher education. The crucial goals of the Center 
will be to incorporate knowledge and consciousness about Europe at 
schools, to support education for human rights and democracy, to develop 
Europe-oriented teaching materials for schools and teacher education and 
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to support teaching and research in this direction. At the same time, the 
Center will function as an international place of study and research and a 
meeting point for students and lecturers from South Eastern and Central 
Eastern Europe and from the EU. It should become a nucleus of interna-
tional co-operation in issues of European education, thus also strengthening  
interregional co-operation.   
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III. The modules – Overview 
Module 1    
What is Europe? – Basic issues and dimensions of European iden-
tity and of educational  policies in Europe 
A. Concepts of Europe and European integration – past and present 
Unit 1   
Disputes about Europe: cultural and political ideas and concepts of Europe 
concerning the EU development 
Unit 2   
European cultures and identities in the process of globalisation 
Unit 3   
European integration policy, educational institutions and problems of the 
transformation of education in South Eastern and Central Eastern Europe  
B. Perspectives of European educational policies 
Unit 4   
Globalisation and national educational policies in Europe – mapping the 
road for a European educational policy 
Unit 5   
Educational systems and their reform in the EU and in the transition coun-
tries of South Eastern and Central Eastern Europe 
Unit 6   
The reform of teacher education in the EU and in the transition countries of 
South Eastern and Central Eastern Europe 
Module 2   
European dimensions in education and the construction of a Euro-
pean educational system 
A. Concepts and topics 
Unit 1   
Education for Human Rights and Civil Society 
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Unit 2   
Intercultural learning: theoretical and practical dimensions 
Unit 3   
Minorities and education in Europe 
B. European dimensions in national curricula 
Unit 4   
The European dimension in general and vocational schools 
Unit 5   
The European dimension in the national systems of teacher training  
Module 3   
The media: European dimensions of communication and 
learning 
A. Traditional and modern media 
Unit 1   
Learning about Europe through traditional and new media 
Unit 2   
Media competence and projects of virtual learning for children and adults 
Unit 3   
Distance learning: intercultural communication via Internet Learning –   
a new challenge 
B. Textbooks and teaching aids 
Unit 4   
Teaching material on Europe and Europe as a subject for school projects 
Unit 5   
Designing and evaluating textbooks in multicultural societies 
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Module 4   
Language policies and language teaching: approaches to   
multiculturalism in Europe 
A. Multilingual education and cultural diversity in Europe 
Unit 1   
The variety of languages and cultures in Europe 
Unit 2   
School language policies and the challenge of multiculturalism in Europe 
Unit 3   
Didactic concepts of multilingual education in Europe 
B. Intercultural communication: the analysis and interpretation of texts 
Unit 4   
An example of foreign language teaching: images of the native and the for-
eign culture in foreign language textbooks in Europe 
Unit 5   
An exemplary case in the experience and construction of foreignness in fic-
tional and non-fictional texts: intercultural communication and text inter-
pretation 
Module 5   
The development and management of schools and of education in 
Europe 
Unit 1   
Schools as independent enterprises and private-public-partnership 
Unit 2   
School development in Europe – methods and standards of evaluation and 
quality assurance 
Unit 3   
Alternative school projects in different European countries 
Unit 4   
International projects: concepts and management 
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Module 1 
Unit 1  Disputes about Europe: cultural and political ideas and 
concepts of Europe concerning the EU development 
The discussion about the finality of the European integration process places 
new challenges before the EU. The question is not only the fundamental 
modernisation of European institutions and decision-making structures – 
Europe as an association of states, as a confederation or a Europe of re-
gions – but also of a new positioning of the EU in the context of globalisa-
tion. What is the basic concept of an EU with a future 27 or 28 members? 
Which of them are capable of going through the globalisation process and 
of securing their own position? Which picture of Europe can an enlarged 
EU refer to? How will European neighbours on the EU borders be inte-
grated into the European integration process? Where does Europe end? The 
new EU members from Central Eastern Europe and the candidates from 
South Eastern Europe are the ones who most frequently advocate a concept 
of European integration that encompasses the whole continent and allows 
space for diverse interpretations of the European integration process. Such 
a comprehensive idea is missing at the moment. This is one more reason to 
examine the discussion about the cultural and political ideas and concepts 
of Europe whose very aim was to overcome the division of the continent in 
the period after the Second World War.  
Shortly after the end of the Second World War, writers and artists ex-
pressed their attitudes and opinions about a project of Europe based on 
their war experience. They did this by discussing and very often even by 
confronting the political project of Europe. “Brussels or Europe – one of 
the two” is the title of an article from 1989 by Hans Magnus Enzensberger 
about the future form of Europe.  A few years earlier authors from Central 
Eastern Europe had demanded the overcoming of the East-West divide and 
used the key word “Mitteleuropa”. They gave a vision of a culturally united 
Europe as opposed to a western economy-oriented project of Europe. After 
1989 the formula was “Back to Europe”. Starting with those different ap-
proaches, how can we get a conceptual basis for a future united Europe and 
along which lines do different regional visions of Europe come apart? How 
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is Europe being presented and what tensions are developing among the po-
litical, economic and cultural concepts of Europe? 
The Unit approaches these questions on three levels. The topic of the first 
part will be the current discussion on the finality of Europe, based on which 
students will examine the Europe concept of the EU project. The next step 
will be to look at writers and artists from the German-speaking area who 
expressed themselves on Europe between 1945 and 1990. The third part is 
dedicated to concepts of Europe proposed by authors from Central Eastern 
and South Eastern Europe before and after 1989. The aim of the Unit is to 
present the character of the process and the context-bound dynamic of 
European ideas and concepts, which will realize their potential by opening 
the European discourse for different action possibilities and by having a 
view of Europe as a whole, both politically and culturally.   
S.G. 
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Module 1 
Unit 2  European cultures and identities in the process of global-
isation 
With the territorial enlargement and economic condensation of the Euro-
pean integration process there is a growing need for a precise definition of 
European identity. In contrast to this tendency it can currently be observed 
that mobility, migration and plurality of lifestyles and forms in Europe 
bring into question traditional identification models. Also, due to the pres-
sure of globalisation, cultures are being increasingly defined through their 
special qualities and differences. Although Europe can refer to a common 
historical experience as a basis for origin awareness (Herkunftsbewusst-
sein) which is necessary for the formation of identity, the question remains 
whether this can be sufficient in the future and which cultural orientation 
framework distinguishes today's Europe from other high cultures. It is im-
portant to answer this question, because without culturally pregnant possi-
bilities of identification the European integration process lacks inner con-
sistency and the ability for political action.  
In which sense are Europeans European? How do Europeans see their con-
tinent? What is the relation between European and national identity? Can 
we speak about  a common European consciousness at all in relation to 
multiculturalism and the simultaneousness of non-simultaneous develop-
ments in Europe? Positions such as “Unity in Diversity” cannot disguise 
the fact that Europe is increasingly ambivalent and the continent faces a 
new definition of its collective identity in a globalised world.  
The Unit examines possible construction principles underlying a European 
identity that would integrate the ambivalence of the continent. The creation 
of such an identity oscillates between national and supranational identity, it 
questions the concept of the nation-state, and demands clarification con-
cerning cultural identity in intercultural situations. Is there such a thing as a 
European leading culture  that connects the different and the disparate in 
Europe? The bearers of such community awareness could be the European 
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cultural areas as multilayer partial identities that could provide a frame-
work for a common European culture despite all the differences between 
them. Which experience from history do these cultural areas offer for the 
creation of a European identity? Which changes do they go through and 
what can regional concepts of cultures contribute to the formation of identi-
ties in the context of globalisation? These questions will be exemplified 
and discussed in concrete cases: the Danube region, the region of Istria, the 
Balkans and the political geography of Eastern and Western Europe. Dis-
cussion will be encouraged through the use of literary works and essays.  
It is crucial for the Unit to clarify the concepts of nation, ethnos, cultural 
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Module 1  
Unit 3  European integration policy, educational institutions and 
problems of the transformation of education in South 
Eastern and Central Eastern Europe 
After the fall of communism, the countries of Europe and their citizens 
have been facing a historical challenge of integrating the “two halves” of 
the continent on the grounds of shared values and commitments. The vision 
of an economically prosperous Europe founded on the principles of plural-
ist and parliamentary democracy, human rights and the rule of law, as well 
as on its common cultural heritage enriched by diversity, is shared equally 
by both the established and the new European democracies. However, in 
order to join the EU transition process, countries need to fulfil certain eco-
nomic and political conditions, such as: a stable democracy, with particular 
reference to respect for human rights, the rule of law and the protection of 
minorities, the functioning of a market economy and the adoption of com-
mon rules, standards and policies that are in accordance with European 
laws. In addition, they need to comply with EU education priorities by em-
powering the citizens to be able to meet the challenges of an open and plu-
ralist knowledge-based economy and society. Since for these countries this 
means fundamental and comprehensive social changes that are often hin-
dered by many inherited and transitional problems, the EU provides a num-
ber of assistance programmes in different areas, including education.  
The major topics of discussion in this Unit encompass: the European inte-
gration processes after the fall of communism – the Council of Europe, 
OSCE and EU; Post-Summit priorities of the Council of Europe in educa-
tion; the OSCE and the promotion of the human dimension through educa-
tion; EU priorities in education and training – employability, active citizen-
ship and personal fulfilment; the EU enlargement policy – major texts, pro-
grammes and agencies with special emphasis on education; the burden of 
transition – visions, provisions and realities of Central and Eastern Euro-
pean countries; obstacles to change in education – structural, institutional 
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and psychological factors; bridging the West-East divide through education 
– promoting quality in a lifelong perspective. 
          V.S.-V. 
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Module 1 
Unit 4  Globalisation and national educational policies in Europe 
– mapping the road for a European educational policy 
There is no coherent European educational policy, but there are elements of 
a new supra-national framework. There is a great and interesting variety of 
national educational policies and there are developments towards a future 
structure of a European educational policy.  
Globalisation, understood as a process which depends in itself on many 
processes on different levels, implies that we have to accept that each na-
tion state is in a process of redefining and reinventing its position within a 
global as well as a regional interstate system. The quality of this process 
and its results will, to a great extent, determine the future of education in 
Europe in each national educational system. This process contains new ad-
vantages, new challenges, and new responsibilities. 
Each national tradition and educational situation has to be reflected care-
fully within the new political framework. This framework also defines new 
conditions for the competition among nation states. Professional and ethical 
codices in a national context have to be related to new concepts of global 
values, and global values have to be reinterpreted under cultural, national 
traditions. Equally important for the definition of new responsibilities of 
national educational policies are the national curricula and the national 
learning contexts and all problems related to programmes of teacher train-
ing and to the competencies of teachers.  
National educational systems and educational situations have been strongly 
determined by and connected with the nation state and its power structure. 
Vital changes have to be carefully reflected in order to avoid negative re-
sults for the nation state and for Europe. Each national educational frame-
work has manifold ideological preconditions and implications and ideology 
has always been an important dimension for the structuring of national 
educational systems and of education itself. The new challenges should 
therefore be carefully reflected as elements of a new responsibility of na-
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tional educational policies and as answers to the question “What will 
Europe be?”  
The redefinition of national educational policies in Europe will be con-
fronted with questions of basic and functional illiteracy, of the poverty of 
children, of the state of teacher training, of the inner and outer framework 
of the public educational institutions. Within the nation state as well as in 
Europe these questions reach a new individual and collective quality. Simi-
larly important will be ecological problems, developments in the field of 
the new communication and information technologies, of virtual education, 
and of the dissemination of knowledge within each national society and in 
Europe as a whole. At hand are discussions on human rights, on the process 
of democratisation, on war and peace, on security and liberal rights, on ter-
rorism and anti-terrorism, and on the question of legal security within and 
beyond the national state. 
The concept for this unit will allow students to work on and for a new 
European identity by confronting the educational policies of  nation states 
with the challenges of a new European framework, perceived as part of a 
developing framework of the world society. In this understanding this unit 
might help to cope with implications of the processes of globalisation in the 
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Module 1 
Unit 5  Educational systems and their reform in the EU and in 
the transition countries of South Eastern and Central 
Eastern Europe 
The educational system is linked with economy, politics and culture. It 
serves their development, and, as such, has to meet their needs, as well as 
the needs of the citizens of a united Europe. New educational needs arise 
from the development of new technologies, the ever increasing unemploy-
ment rate, the need for greater social cohesion which can be achieved by 
sharing common European values, and from the need to reduce social ex-
clusion of individuals and particular social groups. That is why the com-
mon objectives of European education are permanent employability, com-
petence for active citizenship, the strengthening of social cohesion and a 
less intense social exclusion. 
Besides the above-mentioned objectives, education in transition countries 
has an additional task, namely to facilitate social transition in European 
post-communist countries. This social transition comprises the transition 
from planned to market economy, from a politically monistic society to a 
politically pluralistic (civic) society, and a modernization of value systems 
among the young and adult active population. Due to radical changes in the 
social context, all transition countries have started structural changes in 
their respective educational systems with the aim of harmonizing them with 
the educational systems of  the EU countries. 
There is no unique European educational system as such. There are, how-
ever, common objectives and principles of educational policy, which lead 
to its gradual structural alignment and which are manifested in the reforms 
of national educational systems. This is why the main issues of this Unit 
refer to the objectives of contemporary European education, to the concep-
tual basis of educational policy and the reform of educational systems (the 
concepts of lifelong learning and of “the learning society”), to the  common 
principles of European educational policy, and to the specific circum-
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stances and limitations in the implementation of educational reforms in par-
ticular countries, with special reference to the problems of educational re-
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Module 1 
Unit 6  The reform of teacher education in the EU and in the 
transition countries of South Eastern and Central Eastern 
Europe 
The efficiency of a system of education greatly depends on the quality of 
its teachers. It can be shown that the establishment of teacher education 
systems gives a broad insight into what the school system stands for. 
Therefore, one of the basic issues of concern for educational experts and 
educational authorities is how to improve the national systems of teacher 
education as well as in-service training. New professional requirements, 
which are the result of globalisation and of the unification of Europe, have 
initiated reforms of teacher education in the Member States of the EU. 
Nevertheless, a European agreement concerning teacher competencies is 
still missing. On the other hand, in transition post-communist countries re-
forms in teacher education as well as in the entire system of education are 
the result of radical political and economic changes and the official changes 
in the system of values. For these reasons motives vary in different Euro-
pean regions and countries depending on their political and economic de-
velopment and their cultural features. However, despite national and re-
gional differences, there is a trend to urge the “harmonization” and stan-
dardization for systems of education, which implicitly includes the system 
of teacher education. The aim of the so-called Bologna process is not only 
to harmonize teacher education and training, but to change and harmonize 
the system of university studies, which also includes teacher training sys-
tems. At any rate, what does harmonizing really mean in the context of dif-
ferent views? 
Thus, the basic aim of this Unit is to inform learners about the systems of 
teacher education in different European countries and to make them reflect 
on the biography of the teaching profession in a background of differences. 
For this purpose, a comparative analysis of the fundamental elements of the 
system of teacher education will be presented as well as of the imple-
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mented and planned structural reforms in selected countries of the EU and 
transition countries of South Eastern and Central Eastern Europe. The 
analysis will comprise the following elements: the duration and/or level of 
initial teacher education; the curriculum of initial education (with special 
reference to the relationship between specialized courses necessary to ac-
quire competence in a particular school subject and the courses necessary 
to acquire professional competence); the basic models of initial teacher 
education (concurrent versus consecutive), access to initial teacher training 
and selection criteria, and the organization, legislation and content of in-
service teacher training. Furthermore, it will include problems of the 
changes and transitions concerning the breadth and the limits of profes-
sional roles, etc. This analysis will show whether there are common trends 
in teacher education in Europe, what the basic differences are in the sys-
tems of particular countries and/or regions, and what historical, political 
and cultural reasons may underlie them. Moreover, it should enable an un-
derstanding of the common and specific unresolved issues, dilemmas and 
controversies and give a prediction of the development of initial and life-
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Module 2  
Unit 1  Education for Human Rights and Civil Society 
In a situation of complex and continuous social change, a new purpose of 
education becomes the empowerment of the individual for an active, pro-
ductive and responsible participation in decision-making at the level of lo-
cal, national and international community, which is at the same time based 
on respect for the universal principles of human dignity, the rule of law, 
pluralism and peace. These changes initially appeared in the non-formal 
sector. The programmes are mainly focused on the development of proce-
dural knowledge and skills, as well as on the acceptance of values that a 
person needs to be able to respond efficiently to complex social challenges. 
They emerge under different names, such as education for human rights, 
international understanding, citizenship, democracy, peace, non-violence, 
development, as intercultural, civil, global education, etc. Recently, these 
principles have become more and more integrated into national policies and 
practices of education leading to an increased co-operation between formal, 
non-formal and informal education sectors. In schools, they may be imple-
mented in a cross-curricular way, as part of existing curricula, as special 
teaching subjects, methods and techniques of learning etc. Their efficient 
implementation largely depends on a solid and continuous preparation of 
teachers. 
The unit will explore the following issues: the shift in the purpose and 
goals of education as an outcome of the 20
th century social challenges; edu-
cation in the international and regional (European, American, African) sys-
tems of human rights promotion and protection; the emergence of the idea 
of an active and responsible citizen and its impact on education; the rights 
of the child, the right to education and the right to human rights education: 
a review of international and regional standards, implementation strategies 
and monitoring systems; human rights education approaches in Europe: 
concepts, policies and practice; critical awareness, partnership and action: 
three pillars of empowerment through education; the challenges to human 
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rights education: citizenship, pluralism and globalisation; violations of hu-
man rights in and through education; human rights of vulnerable groups in 
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Module 2 
Unit  2  Intercultural learning: theoretical and practical dimen-
sions 
The idea of linearity, homogeneity, and continuity determines the history of 
modern, mono-culturally orientated societies, closely connected with the 
project of the national state. Exclusion and a thinking in dichotomies and 
the separation of “other” and “self” are among the signatures of these so-
cieties. Europe is involved in a process of unification. For this Europe as 
part of the one world, however, plurality, discontinuity and heterogeneity 
are the keywords, and inclusion and transversal thinking are the most im-
portant and decisive dimensions.  
What has to be learned is a new way of dealing with difference and dissent. 
What has to be achieved are dialogues and interconnections and not uni-
formity, standardisation and harmony. This asks for a concept of intercul-
tural learning, which allows the confrontation with modes of interpretation 
and concepts of normality of one´s own and of others and which, in a recip-
rocal process, allows to cope with the “other” in the “self” and with the 
“self” in the other Intercultural learning includes the questioning of institu-
tional structures and of professional routines connected with these, e.g. in 
schools and educational administration systems. These fields are important, 
because they tend to hide those dimensions particularly crucial for intercul-
tural learning, and to present structures specifically determined by history 
and culture, as unquestionably given by nature, thus producing profession-
ally relevant orientations for everyday life.  
The great amount of literature on intercultural learning (resp. intercultural 
education) includes research on the relationship of “self” and “other”, on 
concepts of intercultural education, and on intercultural learning in schools. 
It is the aim of this unit to study central modes of argumentation, to illus-
trate limitations, to develop criteria for the reflection of intercultural learn-
ing processes with reference to projects, and to reflect necessary precondi-
tions for intercultural learning processes.  
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The following aspects and dimensions should be among the central subjects 
of the unit: 
How does strangeness arise, how did the relationship of “other” and “self” 
develope, and why did it end up in a relationship of reciprocal exclusion? 
What are the discerning dimensions between “strangeness” and “other-
hood”? Which are the differences between concepts of “Kulturkunde”, con-
cepts of intercultural learning, anti-racist education, and intercultural 
learning? What is the importance of intercultural learning as lifelong learn-
ing and as a challenge to educational systems? Which are valuable exam-
ples of intercultural learning? Which are their discerning criteria and rele-
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Module 2 
Unit 3  Minorities and education in Europe 
The long and conflict-ridden history of the exclusionary social intercourse 
with autochthonous (indigenous) as well as allochthonous (immigrated) 
minorities usually begins with the emergence and development of the na-
tional state. 
The national school and the development of general compulsory education 
played a central role in this process. Notwithstanding the differences be-
tween the various European countries and historical epochs, there is no 
doubt that the languages and cultures of the autochthonous minorities had 
been suppressed and ignored until the second half of the 20th century. Fur-
thermore, some contemporary crises have demonstrated that processes of 
linguistically or ethnically legitimated exclusions may – under certain con-
ditions – be reactualized even today. 
School was one of the decisive instruments in institutionalizing the follow-
ing formula: One human – one language/one territory/one state/one people 
and the connected (national) ideologies. Limited linguistic and cultural 
rights were granted to autochthonous minorities, only if they were territori-
ally bound. Allochthonous minorities had no specific linguistic or cultural 
rights as foreigners or naturalized citizens. 
As foreigners, they were allowed under certain conditions – and if they dis-
posed of the financial means – to establish public schools in their own lan-
guage or they were allowed to attend state schools in as much as there were 
respective intergovernmental agreements. 
In the second half of the 20th century this began to change in most Euro-
pean countries and beyond. It is generally and widely accepted today as a 
socio-cultural normality that people grow up in multilingual settings. The 
children and juveniles of foreign nationals (of the allochthonous minorities) 
are usually subject to compulsory education, and, slowly, language learning 
strategies have been developed to cope with problems due to different and 
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coexisting mother-tongues. Furthermore, following initiatives of UNESCO 
and European authorities, allochthonous children and juveniles are nowa-
days allowed to practice to some extent their own culture and language in 
public/state schools. 
Another important aspect is that intercultural learning and education is in-
creasingly interpreted to be more than a compensatory offer for immigrant 
children and juveniles on the one hand and an exercise in tolerance for the 
autochthonous majority on the other. Rather, intercultural learning and 
education is seen as a transversal educational challenge, equally relevant 
for immigrants and autochthones, and this includes, of course, education 
for Europe. 
Still, the 200 year-old history of the construction of national educational 
systems which for a very long time was clearly geared towards mono-
cultural and mono-linguistic structures, contents and didactics can still be 
felt today. 
The aim of this unit is, firstly, to get acquainted with the history of educa-
tional policies with regard to linguistic-cultural heterogeneity and, further-
more, to show how and where this historical legacy is still affecting the 
present. Secondly, recent and current changes in the legal arrangements for 
and the actual practices of the use of languages and cultures of the old 
autochthonous and new allochthonous minorities will be emphasized. 
Thus, the following issues should be addressed in this unit: What has been 
the history of educational policies with regard to ethnic, cultural and lin-
guistic minorities? How have these policies affected rules, structures and 
the curriculum? What are the changes to be observed? Are there any trends 
towards wider inclusion, or are new patterns of exclusion emerging? Are 
there any signs of a democratization of the relationship between minorities 
and majorities? What are recent national, regional and European trends re-
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Module 2 
Unit 4  The  European dimension  in general and vocational 
schools 
Since the signing of the Maastricht Treaty in February 1992 the concept of 
the European Dimension in education has been intensely debated. 
Preparatory work of the education minister conference of the European 
Community between March 1988 and October 1991 led to articles 126 to 
128 of the Maastricht Treaty which create a wide framework for a stronger 
European perspective of supranational and national educational policies. 
and programmes. 
The main aims of the introduction of the concept of a European Dimension 
are: 
•  The strengthening of knowledge as an economic resource, 
•  The fostering of the variety of cultures in Europe, 
•  The promotion of a European Community consciousness, 
•  The securing of human rights and democratic values. 
The institutions of the European Union and the Council of Europe place 
different emphasis on the development of a European Dimension in 
schools. While the view of the EU focuses particularly on the development 
and homogenization of qualifications and examinations between and 
among member states (and those awaiting accession) the activities of the 
Council of Europe, traditionally addressing Europe in a wider institutional 
and geographical sense, concentrate on the contribution of education to the 
cultural and political integration of the shared European values. Both Euro-
pean institutions accept the primary role of national competences in school 
matters and curriculum design (subsidiarity). The actions which the indi-
vidual states have taken on in the development of the European Dimension 
can easily be checked out in the portrayal of the national education systems 
in the European information net ‘Eurydice’ in the internet. 
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The areas of activity of the European Dimension in schools take on many 
forms, they include subject teaching (in this context the social sciences, his-
tory, languages, arts and music need to be stressed), pupil exchanges and 
school partnerships (including study trips abroad and shared international 
learning aims promoted by the ‘Socrates’ programme), the running of com-
petitions  (e.g. Europe @t school of the European Movement), the devel-
opment of e-learning projects (e.g. the ‘Comenius’ programme) and the 
development of schools with a European profile (European schools). 
The aim of the unit is to inform the participants about the existing and 
evolving educational programmes and activities with an explicit European 
orientation. The participants will acquire basic competences as facilitators 
in the transfer of didactic-methodical strategies and for initiation and   
follow-up of school-based activities. 
Besides addressing technical issues of teaching and learning, organization 
and administration the contents of this unit shall also deal with structural 
questions concerning the realization of the European Dimension such as: 
How can we cope with our limited competences in our efforts to develop 
European learning aims and curricula? How can Europe avoid a twofold, 
substantial danger: to establish lines of demarcation towards Third World 
countries  and towards the United States of America? How do European 
educational policies relate to global educational policies and priorities 
(UNESCO)? How might we be able to pursue bottom-up activities and ini-
tiatives in view of the prevailing top-down strategies of implementation? 
How can integrative and pluralistic perspectives be combined? Is it neces-
sary to define the soft category European Dimension more precisely? 
          H.-J.v.O. 
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Weber, Peter et al.: Europa als multimediales Lernfeld. Virtuelles Seminar 
des Instituts für Vergleichende Erziehungswissenschaft der Universität 
Hamburg 
URL: http://www.erzwiss.uni-hamburg.de/Inst02/virtsem.htm (Stand: 
7.1.2003) 
Zentrum für Europäische Bildung: Europe @t school. Internet Award 
Scheme  
URL: http://www.europäische-bewegung.de/schule_es/body.html (Stand: 
07.01.2003) 
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Module 2 
Unit 5  The European dimension in the national systems of 
teacher training 
Teacher training in the various countries of Europe is, in a variety of ways, 
closely linked to the historically relatively recent formation and develop-
ment of modern nation states and their public/national school systems. 
With the stepwise introduction of compulsory education in public/state 
schools, not only schools but also the teaching profession became inter-
twined with the evolving concept of sovereign statehood. 
Up to the present day these national histories continue to be embodied in 
the structure als well as the contents of teacher training courses; and this is 
one of the reasons why it is proving difficult to establish a European Di-
mension, more generally, an international dimension in basic teacher train-
ing. 
Typically, and despite all the political declarations from the world-
wide,down to the national level, stressing the importance and relevance of 
strengthening the international and intercultural orientation of teacher train-
ing, the institutionalization of such units is limited to a number of small 
supplementary courses, some model projects and some specialized offers in 
the context of inservice-training. 
This unit shall address the following problems and issues: In what forms 
and with which aims is the European Dimension referred to in the context 
of international and national teacher training courses and projects? Are the 
relevant qualifications assumed to emerge via the setting of common stan-
dards or are explicit and detailed provisions regarding the qualification 
processes deemed necessary? Is the requisite knowledge mainly focused on 
the technical and organizational level of individual performance and mas-
tering in the context of otherwise accepted and taken for granted attitudes 
and routines of individuals and education systems? To what extent are there 
teaching and learning components, at the level of basic teacher training and 
that of structured inservice-training and further education, aiming at and 
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elucidating basic socialization and value patterns of the individual teachers 
as agents in social spaces which constrain them on the one hand and can be 
actively influenced by them on the other? What is the relationship between 
concepts of “multilingualism” (bilingualism) and “multicultural orienta-
tion”? Is the mastery of more than one language, school-based foreign lan-
guage learning, the use of a foreign language as a languageof instruction 
equivalent with or a contribution towards the improvement of intercul-




Allemann-Ghionda, Cristina (1999): Die Vielfalt der Sprachen und Kul-
turen – eine Chance für die Reform der Lehrerbildung? In: Babylonia 7, no 
2, 55-58 
Arbeitsgruppe „Erziehung und Bildung“ [der Länder am Oberrhein]. [zu: 
Förderung von Zweisprachigkeit, Europa-Lehramt und Euregio-Zertifikat] 
URL: http://www.oberrheinkonferenz.de/eduform.htm (Stand 28.05.2001) 
Bayer, Manfred/Carle, Ursula (eds.; 1997): Brennpunkt Lehrerbildung. 
Strukturwandel und Innovation im europäischen Kontext. Opladen: Leske 
+ Budrich 
Beernaert, Yves/Dijk, Hans von/Sander, Theodor/Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities/Network of Teacher Training Institutions (eds.; 1993): 
The European Dimension in Teacher Education. Herent: Nijs 
Buchberger, Friedrich/Buchberger, Irina (1999): Europa-Kompatibilität der 
Lehrerausbildung in Deutschland. In: Materialband zum Abschlußbericht 
der von der Kultusministerkonferenz eingesetzten Kommission: Perspek-
tiven der Lehrerbildung in Deutschland. Bonn (Mimeo) 
Dragonas, Thalia/Askouni, Nelly/Kouzelis, Gerassimos (1996): Initial in-
tercultural teacher education: the singular, non-contradictory identity con-
tested. In: Beyond one's own backyard. Athens: Society for the Study of 
Human Sciences, 95-104 
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ETUCE (European Trade Union Committee for Education)/Teacher Educa-
tion in Europe. Brüssel (dt: Europäisches Gewerkschaftskomitee Bildung 
und Wissenschaft (EGBW/eds.; 1994): Die Lehrerbildung in Europa. Brüs-
sel 
EUNIT (European Network of Intercultural Teacher Training)/Reich, 
Hans-Heinz (eds.; 1998): Qualifikationen für das Unterrichten in 
mehrsprachigen Schulen/Skills and abilities required for teaching in multi-
lingual schools/Kwalificaties voor het onderwijzen in meertalige scholen. 
Münster: Waxmann 
European Trade Union Committee for Education/Comité Syndical Eu-
ropéen de l‘Education/ Europäisches Gewerkschaftskomitee für Bildung 
und Wissenschaft (CSEE/ETUCE) [o.J.] (2001): Teacher education and 
supply in Europe: A time for action. An ESTUCE statement on the future 
of teacher education in Europe. (Draft; ref. 7606; 9 S.) Bruxelles (Mailto: 
secretariat@csee-etuce.org) 
Gagliari, Raul (ed.; 1995): Studies in comparative education. Teacher train-
ing and Multiculturalism. Paris: UNESCO/International Bureau of Educa-
tion 
Keuffer, Josef/Oelkers, Jürgen (2001): Hamburger Kommission Lehrer-
bildung. Weinheim: Beltz 
Lutz, Helma/Leiprecht, Rudolph (2003): Heterogenität als Normalfall. Eine 
Herausforderung für die Lehrerbildung. In: Gogolin, Ingrid/Helmchen, Jür-
gen/Schmidt, Gerlind (eds.): Pluralismus unausweichlich. Blickwechsel 
zwischen vergleichender und interkultureller Pädagogik. Münster: Wax-
mann, 115-127 
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Module 3 
Unit 1  Learning about Europe through traditional and new  me-
dia  
The Unit will give an overview of the development of European film and 
television. The structure of television programmes and the representation of 
European production will be analysed in detail using examples from Ger-
man and Croatian TV channels. The presence of Europe on foreign, extra-
European television will also be observed in the examples of some Ameri-
can TV channels.  To what extent does television connect particular cul-
tures and European nations and how does it influence European multicul-
turalism? What is the role of the Euroimages fund and the international or-
ganization AVE in European co-productions and audio-visual media? How 
important is the European Film Academy as an integral part of European 
culture? 
European film still has a position of secondary importance in relation to the 
domination of the American film industry. This Unit will deal with the de-
velopment of European film from its beginnings to the present day in the 
context of the history of film in general and with special reference to the 
contrast between Hollywood and Europe  and between genre- and author-
cinematography. How strong is the influence of European film on Ameri-
can cinematography (especially German and French authors)? In what way 
has American film changed European cinematography?  
The Unit will include a comprehensive view of the place of European film 
in education, in subjects of media culture and in other school subjects; it 
will also study and evaluate syllabi and curricula, discover how much can 
be learned about Europe, its culture and nations by using media, film and 
television, and reflect on how media syllabi should be changed and en-
riched with new contents of a European orientation. The contribution of 
migrants to European film and their influence in bringing together different 
cultural horizons will be analysed and exemplified through the German 
film industry. 
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If  the European film  exists at all, what are its characteristics? What are the 
specific qualities of the German, French, Italian and other European film 
industries: their topics, approaches, directing style  and world-view? What 
does European film mean to the European audience? Can it compete with 
American film, and if so, how can it compete? 
The Unit will encompass the complexity of the phenomenon of both Euro-
pean television and European film, the thematic orientation and the specific 
qualities of European film as well as its representation in the TV pro-
gramme, the cinema repertoire and in media syllabi in schools. The impor-
tance of co-productions in the European cultural context  and their interre-
lation will be analysed. The notions of European film, European television 
and the film author will be explored. Finally, the question will be raised 
about whether it is possible to speak about European television and film at 
all within today’s trends towards globalisation, and the role will be exam-




Blum, Heiko/Blum, Katharina (1999): Gesichter des neuen deutschen 
Films, Stuttgart: Heyne 
Chielino, Carmine (2000): Interkulturelle Literatur in Deutschland: ein 
Handbuch. Stuttgart: Metzler 
Felix Jürgen/Grob, Norbert (2002): Die Postmoderne im Kino. Marburg: 
Schüren Presseverlag 
Fischer, Robert/Hembus, Joe (1989): Der neue Deutsche Film 1960-1980. 
München: Goldmann 
Gomery, Douglas (1991): Movie History. A Survey. London: Wadsworth 
Hayward, Susan (1993): French National Cinema. London: Routledge 
Harcourt, Peter (1974): Six European Directors. Harmondsworth: Penguin 
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Helbig, Jörg (1999): Die Geschichte des britischen Films, Stuttgart: 
Metzler 
Kogel, Jörg-Dieter (1990): Europäische Filmkunst. Frankfurt/Main: Fischer 
Kracauer, Siegfried (1979): Von Caligari zu Hitler. Frankfurt/Main: 
Suhrkamp 
Mioc, Petra (2002): Das junge französische Kino. St. Augustin: Gardez 
Verlag 
Nowell-Smith, Geoffrey (1966): The Oxford History of World Cinema. 
New York: Oxford University Press 
Schanze, Helmut (1998):Europäische Kinokunst in Zeitalter des Fernse-
hens. Stuttgart: Fink 
Tasker,Yvonne (1993): Spectacular Bodies. Gender, Genre, and the Action 
Cinema. London/New York: Routledge  
Taylor, Philip M. (1988): Britain and the Cinema in the Second Wolrd 
War. London: Macmillan 
Urlich, Gregor/Patalas, Enno (1973): Geschichte des Films. München: 
Bertelsmann 
Toeplitz, Jerzy (1975-1991): Geschichte des Films. Berlin: Henschelverlag 




The American film page (most detailed Internet page containing informa-
tion on authors, films, cinematographies, film reviews, etc.)    
URL: http://www.imdb.com 
The Austrian film museum (Austrian film archives with all the relevant 
data on Austrian cinematography)    
URL: http://www.filmmuseum.at 
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The Library HFF Konrad Wolf (important German library at the College 
for Film and Television)  
URL: http://www.bibl.hff-postdam.de 
The British Film Institute (relevant information on the past and present of 
British film)    
URL: http://www.bfi.org.uk 
Film reviews (database of film reviews written by outstanding film critics)  
URL: http://www.mrqe.com 
The Institute for Media Pedagogy (home page of the Institute with numer-
ous useful links to other relevant pages)    
URL: http://www.jff.de 
The German Film Institute (information on the past and present of German 
cinematography)    
URL: http://www.deutsches-filminstitut.de 
Selected film pages (film page with a number of useful links on film, tele-
vision and other media)   
URL: http://www.cinema-sites.com 
The Italian film search engine (page containing information on Italian 
cinematography and links to pages of all world film museums, archives and 
libraries)    
URL: http://www.library.uiuc.edu 
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Module 3  
Unit 2  Media competence and projects of virtual learning for 
children and adults 
The aim of this unit is to achieve improvement in the learners’ media com-
petence with special reference to the use of the Internet in education, par-
ticularly in the area of virtual learning of children and adults. After the long 
dominance of the teaching model established by Komensky over three 
hundred and fifty years ago, new teaching and learning models are taking 
over. They are the result of the new media environment in which we live 
and of new ideas of multimedia didactics. Therefore it is important for edu-
cational experts to work on the improvement of their own competences in 
new teaching and learning conditions.   
There are  four dimensions of media competence: media criticism (Medi-
enkritik), media audience (Medienkunde), the use of media (Medien-
nutzung) and media development (Mediengestaltung). In media criticism 
three aspects can be observed: the analytical, the reflexive and the ethical. 
Besides media criticism, an important role is played by media users who 
are interested in the informative dimension and in the application of media 
(For what purpose can I use media?). Media critics and media users implic-
itly include the dimension of mediation (Vermittlung). The use of media 
can be observed from two points of view: a) receptive and b) interactive. 
The area of media development can be seen both as an innovative and crea-
tive development. The study of media competence can be extended to so-
cial discourse, or, in other words, to the influence of media on the social 
environment (the economic, cultural and aesthetic aspect). 
All primary schools, secondary schools and universities in Europe will 
soon be connected to a computer network and numerous educational pro-
jects will enable the establishment of a wide network of learning communi-
ties. All relevant libraries and other institutions directly or indirectly pro-
moting learning will be accessible on the Web. In this unit, learners will 
represent a virtual learning community using teleconferences, on-line learn-
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ing, search engines, establishing contacts with their mentors and col-
leagues, etc. 
Within this unit learners will study and evaluate programmes and projects 
of virtual learning for children and adults, projects concerning the formal 
and informal learning of children and adults and projects related to univer-
sity studies. They will also become acquainted with evaluation research 
carried out in order to examine the quality and efficiency of virtual learning 
projects. 
The main issues to be covered in this unit are: What are the specific quali-
ties of the media environment  of young people and adults at the beginning 
of the 21
st century? How does the Internet influence the organization of the 
learning process for children and adults? To what extent and how does dis-
tance education change the physiognomy of  the traditional teaching proc-
ess and the term “school”? To what extent has the traditional notion of dis-
tance education changed with the appearance of the Internet? In which ar-
eas has virtual learning proved more efficient than other didactic solutions? 
What are the characteristics of a good-quality model of virtual learning? 
How do parents’ and students’ roles change  with the appearance of the 
Internet and in situations which require virtual learning? What is the rela-
tionship between the possibility of virtual learning and the implementation 
of the aims of multicultural education and the European dimension in edu-
cation? How can the Internet contribute to the realization of the concept of 
multicultural education and a multicultural Europe? What kind of hardware 




Baacke, Dieter (1997): Medienpädagogik. Tübingen: Niemeyer 
Baacke, Dieter (1999): „Medienkompetenz als zentrales Operationsfeld 
von Projekten“. In: Handbuch Medien – Medienkompetenz: Modelle und 
Projekte. Bonn: Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung, 31-35 
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Barker, Philip/Rebelsky, Samuel (eds.; 2002): ED-Media 2002. World 
Conference on Educational Multimedia, Hypermedia & Telecommunica-
tions, June 24-29, 2002, Denver, Colorado/USA. Norfolk: Association for 
the Advanced of Computing in Education (AACE)   
URL: http://www.aace.org   
URL: http.//www.aace.org/reviewpolicy.htm  
Dörr, Günter/Jüngst, Karl G. (1998): Lernen mit Medien: Ergebnisse und 
Perspektiven zu medial vermittelten Lehr- und Lernprozessen. München: 
Juventa Verlag 
Hamm, Ingrid (ed.; 2001): Medienkompetenz: Wirtschaft – Wissen – Wan-
del. Gütersloh: Bertelsmann 
Issing, Ludwig J. (1994): From Instructional Technology and Multimedia 
Didactics. In: Educational Media International, 31, no 3, 171-182 
Issing, Ludwig J./Klimsa, Paul (eds.; 2002): Information und Lernen mit 
Multimedia und Internet. Weinheim: Beltz Verlag 
Jolliffe, Alan/Ritter, Jonathan/Stevens, David (2001): The Online Learning 
Handbook – Developing and Using Web-Based Learning. London: Kogan 
Page 
Keegan, Desmond (2002): The future of learning: from eLearning to 
mLearning. ZIFF Papiere 119, Hagen: Zentrales Institut für Fernstudienfor-
schung, FernUniversität 
Lockewood, Fred/Gooley, Anne (2001): Innovation in Open & Distance 
Learning – Successful Development of Online and Web-Based Learning. 
London: Kogan Page 
Maier, Wolfgang (1998): Grundkurs Mediendidaktik Medienpädagogik, 
Weinheim: Beltz Verlag.  
Matijević, Milan (1999): Multimedia and Internet – New Challenges in 
Media Didactic. MIPRO“99 – 22nd International Convention. Opatija: MI-
PRO, 159-162  
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Peters, Otto (ed. 2001): Learning and Teaching in Distance Education – 
Pedagogical Analyses and Interpretations in an International Perspective. 
London: Kogan Page 
Porter, Lynnette, R. (1997): Creating the Virtual Classroom – Distance 
Learning with the Internet. New York: John Wiley & Sons 
Schaumburg, Heike./Issing, Ludwig J. (2002): Lernen mit Laptops. Ergeb-
nisse eine Evaluationsstudie. Gütersloh: Bertelsmann 
Velički, Vladimira/Matijević, Milan (1997): Multimedia Approach to Chil-
dren's Literature: Possibilities and Limits. School Education in the Informa-




The Open University   
URL: http://www.open.ac.uk   
The Open University admitted its first students in 1971. It is the UK's larg-
est university, with over 200,000 students and customers. The OU repre-
sents 22% of all part-time higher education students in the UK. This site 
contains information about the programs of this UK's largest institution for 
virtual learning and numerous links with similar institutions. 
Distance Education Web Sites – University of Maryland University Col-
lege    
URL: http://www.umuc.edu    
The university offers bachelor’s degrees with a choice of 22 majors and 37 
minors. UMUC’s Graduate School offers 17 master’s degrees and three 
executive master’s programs, in addition to having one of just a few doctor 
of management programs in the United States. In addition to degree pro-
grams, UMUC offers a broad array of career enhancing undergraduate 
and graduate certificate programs, with most available online, as well as 
executive training programs geared towards middle and upper level man-
agers.  
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Fernuniversität Hagen, Germany    
URL: http://www.fernuni-hagen.de   
The only university in Germany to offer a university study which can be 
completed from one's own work place. It comprises undergraduate and 
graduate studies and offers a variety of learning materials and various 
ways of communication combining scientific and practically-oriented re-
search. This virtual university represents a new dimension of the university 
of the future by offering a constantly increasing number of learning possi-
bilities on the Net.  
EDEN    
URL: http://www.eden.bme.hu  
European Distance Education Netvork – EDEN is the only European or-
ganisation where membership is open to anyone – both institutions and in-
dividuals – with an interest in open and distance learning. The site contains 
information on conferences related to distance learning and links to a 
number of institutions of distance learning in Europe.  
ICDE    
URL: http://www.icde.org   
International Council for Open & Distance Education The International 
Council for Open and Distance Education (ICDE) is the global member-
ship organisation of educational institutions, national and regional asso-
ciations, corporations, educational authorities and agencies in the fields of 
open learning, distance education, and flexible, life-long learning. The site 
offers useful information concerning international conferences on distance 
education and on related publications. 
Virtual University Projects    
URL: http://www.ccon.org/hotlinks/vedu.html    
The site contains an overview, descriptions and links to numerous univer-
sity projects on distance education. 
Journal of Technology Education    
URL: http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/ejournals/JTE    
On-line issues of the journal published since 1989 (in HTML and PDF 
format). 
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Journal of Computing in Higher Education   
URL: http://www.jchesite.org   
An overview of the contents of the journal from 1995 to the present day.  
University of Wisconsin Distance Learning Clearinghouse    
URL: http://www.uwex.edu/disted/home.html    
The Distance Education Clearinghouse is a comprehensive and widely rec-
ognized Web site bringing together distance education information from 
Wisconsin, national, and international sources. New information and re-
sources are being added to the Distance Education Clearinghouse on a 
continual basis. Catalogues and dictionaries on distance education as well 
as links to databases on distance education can be found on this site. 
Journal of Interactive Media in Education    
URL: http://www-jime.open.ac.uk    
The site contains interesting texts on interactive multimedia. The journal 
was established in 1996 and publishes original texts and discussions con-
cerning interactive media.  
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Module 3 
Unit 3  Distance learning: intercultural communication via Inter-
net Learning – a new challenge 
New media are suitable for offering universities and schools learning con-
texts in which communicative and co-operative activities of institutional 
learning are freed of any space and time boundaries.  In such a way, condi-
tions are created for teaching events that bridge borders between learning 
about different cultures (Distance Learning). Furthermore, new media en-
able direct and immediate contact with conversation partners from foreign 
cultures by means of such teaching events. Unlike traditional learning of-
fered at school and university, the encounter with the foreign is not limited 
to the level of theoretical reflection or indirect media transmission via im-
age, text or sound material. It happens directly in an intercultural contact 
via e-mail or chat, in other words, through the common discovering of texts 
by culturally and nationally different groups of learners. Such forms of in-
tercultural interaction should support an understanding of the foreign and 
intercultural learning.  
Based on case studies, the Unit examines the structural conditions under 
which the potential of new communication technologies can be used for 
intercultural learning processes. The Unit also tackles the question of how 
to organize distance-learning events in order to make intercultural under-
standing between culturally and nationally different student groups on the 
Internet really happen. Guiding questions include: the virtuality and limit-
lessness of time and space on the Internet versus the concrete time and 
space experience of learners at a certain place, the problem of foreign lan-
guage communication on the Internet as opposed to mother-tongue related, 
cultural patterns of meaning, the anonymity of learning via the Internet in 
relation to the emergence of stereotyping and other forms of communica-
tion freed of the compulsions of traditional teaching, demands by learners 
and new task areas for teachers as moderators of intercultural learning 
processes, the issue of quality and measurability of learning on the Internet, 
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the organisation structure of intercultural Internet events and the role of 
English as a global Internet language in understanding foreign cultures. 
The Unit presents and explains these questions in the light of the develop-
ment of a “new learning culture” under the influence of new media as re-
peatedly stressed by media experts. What are the challenges new media 
present for learning and teaching at schools and universities? Which poten-
tials of new media can be profitable and how should one imagine a new 
Internet-based learning culture that implies intercultural understanding as 
one of its key features? 
The basis of the Unit is the analysis of concrete distance learning projects 
(including Internet platforms) which will be given to the learners as a col-




Bredella, Lothar (2001): Interkulturelles Verstehen als Schlüsselqualifika-
tion. Überlegungen zu einem Landeskundeseminar über The Civil Rights 
Movement in den USA. In: Zeitschrift für Fremdsprachenforschung, 12, 
no1, 1-37 
Donath, Reinhard (1997): „Ja lernen denn die Schüler bei E-Mail-Projekten 
überhaupt etwas?“. In: In: Donath, Reinhard/Volkmer, Ingrid (eds..). Das 
transatlantische Klassenzimmer. Hamburg: Körber-Stiftung, 261-269 
Ehrig, Detlef (ed.; 1991): Places and Perspectives: About Stereotypes (Do-
kumentation eines E-Mail-Projekts). Leer: Ubbo-Emmius Gymnasium 
Encarnacao, José/Leidhold, Wolfgang/Reuter, Andreas (2000): Szenario: 
Die Universität im Jahre 2005. In: Bertelsmann Stiftung/Heinz Nixdorf 
Stiftung (eds.): Studium online. Hochschulentwicklung durch die neue Me-
dien. Gütersloh: Bertelsmann, S. 17-29 
Fischer, Gerd (1994): The semantics of culture: Communication and mis-
communication in the foreign language classroom. In: Crouse, G. (ed.): 
Meeting New Challenges in the Foreign Language Classroom. Report of 
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Central States Conference on the Teaching of Foreign Languages. Lin-
colnwood, IL: National Textbook Company, 67-77  
Gehrmann, Siegfried/Kerkmann, Markus/Young, Brigitte (2003): Interkul-
turelles Lernen im virtuellen Raum- Chancen und Probleme grenzüber-
schreitender Hochschullehre durch Distance Learning. Erfahrungen aus 
zwei Distance Learning Seminarkooperationen der Universität Münster mit 
der Universität Zagreb und dem Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In: 
Zeitschrift für internationale Beziehungen (in print) 
Hesse, Friedrich W./Mandl, Heinz (2000): Neue Technik verlangt neue pä-
dagogische Konzepte. In: Bertelsmann Stiftung/Heinz Nixdorf Stiftung 
(eds.): Studium online. Hochschulentwicklung durch die neue Medien. 
Gütersloh: Bertelsmann, 31-49 
Hu, Adelheid (1999): Interkulturelles Lernen. Eine Auseinandersetzung mit 
der Kritik an einem umstrittenen Konzept. In: Zeitschrift für Frem-
dsprachenforschung, 10, no2, 277-303 
Legutke, Michael K. (1997): Begegnungen mit dem Fremden – via E-Mail? 
In: Donath, Reinhard/Volkmer, Ingrid (eds.): Das transatlantische Klassen-
zimmer. Hamburg: Körber-Stiftung, 219-237 
Mandl, Heinz/Reinmann-Rothmeier, Gabi (1998): Auf dem Weg zu einer 
neuen Kultur des Lehrens und Lernens. In: Dörr, Günter/Jüngst, Karl 
Ludwig (eds.): Lernen mit neuen Medien. Ergebnisse und Perspektiven zu 
medial vermittelten Lehr- und Lernprozessen. München: Juventa, S. 193-
205 
Sandbothe, Mike (1997): Interaktivität-Hypertextualität-Transversalität. 
Eine medienphilosophische Analyse des Internet. In: Münker, 
Stefan/Roesler, Alexander (eds.): Mythos Internet. Frankfurt/Main.: 
Suhrkamp, 56-82 
Schönweiss, Friedrich (2000): Bildung als Bedrohung? Der holprige Weg 
zu einem neuen Bildungsideal. Münster: A-L-F-Verlag/digite. net 
Scheuermann, Friedrich/Schwab, Frank/Augenstein, Heinz (eds.,1998): 
Studieren und weiterbilden mit Multimedia. Perspektiven der Fernlehre in 
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der wissenschaftlichen Aus- und Weiterbildung. Nürnberg: Bildung & 
Wissen (= Multimediales Lernen in der Berufsbildung) 
Scheuermann, Friedrich (eds.; 2000): Campus 2000. Lernen in neuen Or-
ganisationsformen. Münster: Waxmann (= Medien in der Wissenschaft, 10) 
Schulmeister, Rolf (2001): Virtuelle Universität – Virtuelles Lernen. 
München/Wien: Oldenbourg Wissenschaftsverlag 
Schulz, Winfried (1997): Neue Medien – Chancen und Risiken. Tendenzen 
der Medienentwicklung und ihre Folgen. In: Aus Politik und Zeitgesche-
hen. Beilage zur Wochenzeitung Das Parlament B 42/97, 3-20 
Steinig, Wolfgang et. al. (2000): „Hallo, seid ihr auch im Netz?“ – Sich mit 
Fremden im Internet schreibend begegnen. In: Dakowska, Maria (eds.): 
English in the modern world. Festschrift for Hartmut Breitkreuz on the oc-
casion of his sixtieth birthday. Frankfurt/Main: Peter Lang, 229-258 
Steinig, Wolfgang (2000): Kommunikation im Internet: Perspektiven 
zwischen Deutsch als Erst- und Zweitsprache. In Zeitschrift für Frem-
dsprachenforschung 11, no 2, 125-156 
Steinig, Wolfgang/Frederking, Volker/Berghoff, Matthias/Jünger, Werner 
(1998): Fremde im Zug – Fremde im Netz: Ein interkulturelles Schreibpro-
jekt. In: Zielsprache Deutsch 29, no 1, 13-24 
Volkmer, Ingrid (1997): Von der Mediendidaktik zur interaktiven Drama-
turgie. In: Donath, Reinhard/Volkmer, Ingrid (eds.). Das transatlantische 
Klassenzimmer. Hamburg: Körber-Stiftung, 239- 254 
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Module 3 
Unit 4  Teaching material on Europe and Europe as a subject 
for school projects 
Europe as a topic for learning and teaching or as a curricular element can 
be found both in the national guidelines of many European countries and in 
textbooks and other educational materials, mainly in the social science sub-
jects of all types of schools and levels of education, but also in the context 
of foreign language teaching, in suggestions for interdisciplinary projects 
or in various types of contests. Such teaching and learning materials pri-
marily aim at providing pupils with basic knowledge of European 
neighbouring countries and at informing them about the process of Euro-
pean unification and institutional procedures of decision making (e.g. in the 
European Parliament). Beyond the demands that involve describing and 
analysing institutions and countries, some general educational aims can be 
noticed – implicitly at least -, such as encouraging young people to open up 
for international understanding and to engage in the “European cause”. 
This unit has been designed to focus critically on the intentional levels of 
teaching materials on Europe and to analyse them with regard to their 
premises and scope (in this context, cf. unit 1 of module 1 and unit 4 of 
module 2). From the wealth of existing working materials, the following 
could be examined as examples: 
•  Leaflets for pupils with information on the new common European 
currency, the Euro; 
•  The interpretation of variants in interpreting and describing the de-
velopment of Europe, as presented in the “European History Book” 
(F. Delouche), which has been edited in several European languages; 
•  Working aids/outlines for interdisciplinary projects with a topical fo-
cus on multilateral environmental problems in border areas (e.g. wa-
ter management and pollution of the Rhine, the Danube or the Baltic 
Sea). 
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The critical analysis of such materials aims at enabling students to find out 
about the interests and objectives of the respective teaching outlines and 
working aids on the market and to evaluate the potential as well as the lim-
its of “school education for Europe”. Thus the main aim of the unit is not to 
improve the individual teaching qualifications of the participants, but rather 
to help them develop counselling and advisory competence vis-à-vis 
schools and teachers, supporting them in working out tasks and activities 
with a European perspective. In order to identify the level of discussion, 
answering the following questions could be helpful: 
Which view of Europe is presented in the materials? Which perspectives 
are favoured or ignored? Are key problems of political, economic and so-
cial nature addressed in a way that the positions of minorities are accounted 
for and cultural stereotypes are put into perspective? How are social 





Aktionsgemeinschaft EURO (eds.; 1997): EURO. Unser Geld für das näch-
ste Jahrhundert. Bonn 
Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung (eds.; 1994): Lernen für Europa. 
Neue Horizonte der Pädagogik. Bonn: Bundeszentrale für politische 
Bildung 
Delouche, Frédéric (ed.; 1992): Europäisches Geschichtsbuch. Stuttgart  
Europäische Kommission (ed.; 1997): Medienpaket europäischer Umwelt-
schutz. Bonn 
Europäische Kommission (ed.): 15 Qualitätsindikatoren für lebenslanges 
Lernen in Europa.   
URL: http://www.europa_web.de/europa/03euinf/07eukomm/lebelern.htm 
Europäische Kommission (ed.; 1996): Wir in Europa. Woher kommen wir? 
Wohin gehen wir? Bonn (Broschüre mit Kassette oder CD) 
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Europäisches Parlament (ed.; 2000): Europa 2000. (Broschüre für Lehrer 
und Schüler. Bezug: Informationsbüro des Europäischen Parlaments, Bonn) 
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Landesinstitut für Schule und Weiterbildung (ed.; 1995): Lernen für Eu-
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Le Goff, Jacques (1997): Die Geschichte Europas. Frankfurt/Main 
Miteinander leben in Europa. Lese- und Arbeitshefte zur deutschen Lan-
deskunde. Hamburg (1996 ff.): (edition Körber-Stiftung; bisher 6 Arbeit-
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Pingel, Falk (1993): Europa im Schulbuch – eine Bestandsaufnahme. In: 
Geschichte in Wissenschaft und Unterricht, no 9, 550 – 566 
Wochenschau für politische Bildung (ed.; 1998): Die europäische Union. 
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Schülerinnen und Schüler)  
Zentrum für europäische Bildung (ZEB): Europäischer Wettbewerb.   
URL: http://www.internet_award_scheme.org/en/internet_award 
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Module 3 
Unit 5  Designing and evaluating textbooks in multicultural so-
cieties 
This Unit represents an introduction to the methodology of making text-
books and the methodology of evaluation of textbooks that are expected to 
meet the demands of schools in multicultural societies. Multiculturalism is 
understood as coexistence of the cultures of different groups in the context 
of the idea of a plural society.  
Besides other modern communication media, textbooks will remain a basic 
teaching medium and the basic source of information and texts for learning. 
Education for peace, cooperation, tolerance, non-violent conflict resolution 
and education for a life in multicultural communities in general are the val-
ues that should be incorporated in all textbooks. Thus it is important to be-
come acquainted with the theories of textbook design and with their use in 
the process of education. The methodology and the criteria of textbook 
evaluation are of crucial relevance, too. 
The basic issues to be discussed in this Unit are the following: What is the 
role of textbooks in a new media environment? Which standards are to be 
met to create a multicultural textbook and what are the pedagogic and 
methodological procedures to establish them? What is the role and the pos-
sibilities of a textbook as a vehicle for intercultural education with special 
reference to cultural and moral values? To what extent does textbook con-
tent contribute to education for peace and tolerance?  Which topics contrib-
ute to learning about the basic characteristics of European identity? To 
what extent and how is the European dimension present in the content of 
textbooks? To what extent and how do textbooks present issues related to 
human rights and civil society? To what extent can they contribute to the 
practice of intercultural learning? How do the textbooks used in compul-
sory education present national and ethnic minorities? How do they deal 
with the problem of conflict solving among nations and how are wars pre-
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sented in this context? To what extent can textbooks educate for non-
violent conflict resolution among nations? 
In this Unit, learners from different cultural, national and ethnic communi-
ties will be able to initiate and implement comparative research of text-
books, especially of those carrying national (and/or ethnic) attributes (such 
as mother tongue, history, music, science), and disseminate the basic find-
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ford University Press 
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Brookes 
Katunarić, Vjeran (ed.; 1997): Multicultural Reality and Perspectives in 
Croatia. Zagreb: Interkultura 
Kymlicka, Will (1995): Multicultural Citizenship: A Liberal Theory of Mi-
nority Rights. Oxford UK: Oxford University Press 
Kymlicka, Will (2001): Politics in the Vernacular: nationalism, multicul-
turalism, and citizenship Oxford UK: Oxford University Press 
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LeCompte, Margaret/Preissle, Judith (1993): Ethnography and Qualitative 
Design in Educational Research. San Diego: Academic Press 
May, Stephen (1994): Making Multicultural Education Work. Clevedon: 
Multiligual Matters Ltd. 
Müller, Margarit H./Kennedy, Alistair (eds.; 2001): Migration, Minder-
heiten und kulturelle Vielfalt in der europäischen Jugendliteratur. Minori-
ties and multiculturalism in European youth literature. Bern: Peter Lang 
Reich, Rob (2002): Bridging Liberalism and Multiculturalism in American 
Education. Chicago: University of Chicago Press 
Taylor, Stephanie (ed.; 2002): Ethnographic Research. A Reader. London: 
SAGE Publications Ltd. 
Triandis, Harry C. (1994): Culture and Social Behavior. New York: 
McGraw-Hill, Inc. 
UNESCO and a culture of peace: promoting a global movement (1997
2). 
Paris: UNESCO  
Van Maanen, John (ed.; 1995): Representation in Ethnography. London: 
SAGE Publications  
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Web Site of American Association for the Advancement of Science. It con-
tains information on projects related to textbook evaluation and links to 
other school textbook-related web sites. It also contains data about quality 
textbooks and other teaching material.   
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Module 4 
Unit 1  The variety of languages and cultures in Europe 
For some decades now, the variety of languages and cultures has officially 
been cherished as a ‘trademark’ of contemporary Europe. Since the treaties 
of Rome and, more specifically, the “Decree Nr. 1 of April 15th, 1958", 
(“the language charta of the EU”) the official languages of all member 
states have been working languages of the European Union.  
In 1995, it was proclaimed that every citizen of the European Union should 
speak at least three languages of the community: in addition to his or her 
national language, English as the world-wide lingua franca and the lan-
guage of a neighbouring European country. In 1997, every European citi-
zen was declared to have the right to address herself or himself to the or-
gans of the European Union in one of the national languages of her or his 
choice, as well as being answered in the language in question. The inclu-
sion of this right in the treaty of Amsterdam raised it to the quasi-
constitutional level. Further languages and cultures of the recognized 
autochthonous minorities are granted certain privileges in most member 
countries. 
The Council of Europe has published documents and sponsored initiatives 
to save the ‘lesser used languages’. The languages of migrants, however, 
do not receive any attention, in spite of the fact that some of the respective 
groups of speakers are more numerous than those of certain official Euro-
pean languages and most of the recognized national autochthonous minori-
ties. In a number of cases – and with substantial differences between mem-
ber countries – languages of migrants are additionally and/or exceptionally 
taught in schools and, to some extent, are  accepted in court procedures. 
The objective of this unit is to familiarize the participants with the different 
aspects of language policies at the national level, the levels of the EU and 
the Council of Europe and that of UNESCO. It will be shown that the leg-
acy of national(istic) language and culture policies continues to have an 
impact on the present and what changes are needed to establish more de-
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mocratic language and culture policies. The relationship between power 
structures and language/culture policies will be described, thereby explain-
ing how different degrees of political integration are correlated with more 
or less explicit hierarchies of languages. 
Some important questions are: Which factors contributed to the fact that 
certain languages evolved into the status of official languages and how did 
that affect the other languages? Why is it that monolingualism of a re-
gion/state/people was – or still is – regarded as indispensable for political 
unity? Why is/was multilingualism regarded as a threat? How can/could 
one interpret the relationship between language and culture? Which exam-
ples and practices could be generalized to allow more democratic language 
and culture policies? Should there be a leading “natural” European lan-
guage or perhaps even a common “artificial” European language? Are there 
any signs at national levels for the generalized acceptance or growing sup-
port of a larger plurality of languages in the exterior culture policies, in the 
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Eco, Umberto (1994): Die Welthilfssprachen. In: Eco, Umberto (ed.): Auf 
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Fodor, Istvan/Hagège, Claude (1983 – 1994): Language Reform. History 
and Future; La réforme des langues. Histoire et Avenir; Sprachreform. Ge-
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berichte zur internationalen Diskussion. Amsterdam Editions Rodopi B.V. 
(= Deutsch: Studien zum Sprachunterricht und zur interkulturellen Didak-
tik) 
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Module 4 
Unit 2  School language policies and the challenge of multicul-
turalism in Europe 
For the first three decades after World War II some common macro-trends 
in school language policies are discernable for Eastern and Western Europe 
(and even beyond). As part of the overall democratization and moderniza-
tion of secondary education the curricular weight of modern foreign lan-
guages for the large majority of all pupils was substantially increased while 
that of classic Greek and Latin continued to decrease. Mainly two lan-
guages have benefitted from this development: Russian, for a certain period 
of time, and English. 
Around the mid-seventies, a new discourse about societal multilingualism 
and multiculturalism begins to emerge in the Western European countries 
against the general background of recent inner-European migrations and 
that connected to the dismantling of the old colonial empires. While tradi-
tional patterns of thinking and political reactions along the lines of na-
tional(istic) closure coupled with assimilationist pressures on the new mi-
norities continue to exist, there are also efforts towards a widening and 
generalization of the concept of linguistic and cultural social normality, re-
flected, among others, in the stronger visibillity of linguistic and cultural 
minorities in the public and private mass media and everyday life in the 
larger agglomerations. 
This has a number of repercussions at the different levels of formal educa-
tion: At the secondary and tertiary level, the spectrum of languages socially 
permitted to be used – even for satisfying formal foreign language require-
ments – is strongly widened (at least officially and in principle), at the 
lower secondary, the primary and pre-primary level the importance of lan-
guage learning and teaching is pedagogically rediscovered (especially for 
those learners whose language of origin is not the socially dominant lan-
guage of instruction). 
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These trends were intensified and accelerated by the implosion of the 
communist system. In the turmoil following they experienced various – and 
sometimes violent – conflicts between the large nationalistic and the small 
post-modern factions of their publics on the one hand and the present for-
mal norms and political expectations of their western neighbours and insti-
tutions. 
This unit shall address the following issues: What was, in an international 
perspective, the range of institutionalized political, social and educational 
answers to the challenge of multilingualism in the fifties of the last century, 
how has it evolved up to the present? What is the current state of the art in 
(international) research and professional discussions regarding the relation-
ship between (foreign) language learning and school success? What are 
openly discussed typical controversies and conflicts – in a number of spe-
cific countries – regarding language policies in general and, specifically, in 
the context of public schooling, is it possible to identify important, yet 
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Module 4 
Unit 3  Didactic concepts of multilingual education in Europe 
Language diversity is a crucial characteristic of Europe. On one hand, in 
many European countries people speak the official language and its varie-
ties (dialects), but there are also minority languages of indigenous minority 
groups. However, this is not all, since another consequence of international 
migration is the parallel presence of “immigrated” languages. On the other 
hand, there is a growing need to study as many foreign languages as possi-
ble at a time when Europe is undergoing intensive integration processes. 
The main goal of language learning is to increase professional and personal 
mobility and to support intercultural understanding. Although the lan-
guages currently present in European countries do not have an equal status, 
there is no doubt that European citizens must learn how to behave in multi-
lingual situations.  This task is not the same in countries where one of the 
“big” European languages, such as English, German, French or Spanish, is 
the mother tongue of the majority of the population, as in countries where 
both the majority and the minority population have to master the language 
diversity of their own country and, in addition, a foreign language relevant 
for communication within Europe and globally.  
Generally, school plays a crucial role in language education, and specifi-
cally in the acquisition of languages other than the official language and the 
language of classroom instruction. School is also responsible for “multilin-
gual education”. Different models and concepts of second language and 
foreign language teaching as well as the development of sensitivity for lan-
guage diversity have been discussed for a longer time: bilingual schools 
with their respective branches, combining language teaching and instruc-
tion in single subjects, models of early foreign language learning, intercul-
tural second language and foreign language teaching, different models of 
language awareness and the “European Language Portfolio”.  
The aim of this Unit is to offer an overview of the existing and developing 
didactic concepts of multilingual education in Europe, paying attention to 
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different circumstances at both regional and national levels. The learners 
will be qualified to advise educational institutions on the choice and im-
plementation of appropriate concepts of multilingual education.  
The following questions will be discussed in this Unit: What does “Educa-
tion for Multilingualism” mean and how can it be implemented?  How can 
schools structurally include the multilingualism of their students and im-
plement it in their education if only some languages can be integrated in the 
curriculum. How should foreign language teaching be designed in order to 
use the experience of one language in the acquisition of new languages? 
Which order of languages is appropriate considering single and specific 
language situations and language policies at both regional and national lev-
els? Which methodological and didactic concepts support the aims of mul-
tilingual / multicultural education within foreign language teaching? How 
can the “European Language Portfolio” as a project of multilingual educa-
tion on the overall European level be adapted to situations in particular 
countries? What does “Portfolio-Pedagogy” imply in terms of teaching and 
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Module 4 
Unit 4  An example of foreign language teaching: images of the 
native and the foreign culture in foreign language text-
books in Europe 
Besides the image of the target culture, national textbooks for foreign lan-
guages always contain direct or indirect notions of the source culture. 
Which segments of the target culture will be chosen in a particular text-
book, how they will be presented, whether there will be any mention of 
problem areas in the foreign culture, such as social inequalities or the dis-
crimination or exclusion of particular social groups, whether the foreign 
will be presented in a typified way or from different perspectives as an ever 
changing reality – all this greatly depends on previous decisions which 
identify the native culture as the starting point for textbook design. The 
textbook assimilates external factors and contexts as given socio-political 
conditions, systems of norms and values as well as methodological and di-
dactic propositions and curricular guidelines regarding culture and civiliza-
tion. As schemes of perception and selection, these factors greatly define 
the image of the native culture and, indirectly, the image of the foreign cul-
ture. Depending on the kind of scheme, textbooks carry different attitudes 
towards the target culture, such as fascination, empathy, stressing differ-
ences or reflecting the native culture in the foreign culture. 
Taking relevant scientific research as a starting point, this Unit will investi-
gate this dual structure and develop a web of categories to be used in the 
analysis  of the relationship between the native and the foreign culture in 
textbooks. Textbooks of English and/or German as a foreign language 
which the learners will bring along from their own countries will be used in 
this analysis. In this respect the Unit is primarily practically-oriented. 
The aim of this Unit is to give an insight into the mechanisms of presenta-
tion of foreign culture in textbooks and into the dangers of stereotypical 
descriptions which are a result of a static understanding of culture, where 
the cultural and social diversity of both the source and the target culture are 
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suppressed in favour of homogenizing perceptions. Particular attention is 
paid to discovering self-description as a frame of reference in describing 
“foreign” culture. In addition, the Unit will deal with the issue of the per-
ceptions of interculturalism underlying particular textbooks.  Learners will 
become acquainted with the possible attitudes towards one-dimensional 
presentations in textbooks and with the strategies which can be used to cor-
rect them by understanding culture as a process and thus facilitating inter-
cultural learning within the process of FLT . In this way, the learners will 
become qualified to advise educational institutions, textbook authors and 
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Module 4 
Unit 5  An exemplary case in the experience and construction of 
foreignness in fictional and non-fictional  texts: intercul-
tural communication and text interpretation 
The conceptual field of intercultural communication as a relatively new 
category within cultural studies has not yet been unambiguously defined. 
The key discourses are related to the perception and representation of other 
cultures, to the construction of the native and the foreign culture, to the so-
cial consequences of being culturally different, to the facilitation of the un-
derstanding of foreign culture, as well as to questions of multicultural soci-
ety and national identity.  
This Unit focuses on the problem area of the perception of cultural differ-
ences and on understanding cultural foreignness. Intercultural understand-
ing, or understanding of the foreign, as seen in this Unit, implies opening 
out towards the foreign, coping with the anxiety caused by the foreign and 
using this anxiety creatively in order to understand one’s own norms in the 
light of the foreign. Knowledge of foreign cultures is a constituent part of 
such processes of understanding, as is the ability of being argumentative 
and interpretative and, above all, the ability to take a perspective from 
within and to determine what things mean in a certain production context 
of a foreign culture. This is how one can prevent the uncritical subordina-
tion of the foreign to categories and reception interests of one's native cul-
ture. Intercultural understanding implies aspects of raising awareness of 
one's own perspective, clarification, argumentation and explanation of val-
ues and norms in foreign cultures. At the same time, an awareness is devel-
oped of one’s own norms and of the functional meaningfulness of  preju-
dices and stereotyping in relation to social contexts  and highly valued ac-
tion goals of the individuals involved. 
By means of different texts (readers) dealing with the perception of every-
day events, with communication in the economy and with the presentation 
of the aspect of the foreign in literature, this Unit will theoretically expound 
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the basic concepts of intercultural perception and the processes of under-
standing foreign cultures. A central place is given to the issue of intercul-
tural misunderstanding as an instrument for the analysis of intercultural 
communication. The texts include mostly examples from German-speaking 
areas. The procedures of text analysis concerning the relation between na-
tive and foreign aspects which will be analysed in the Unit can be applied 
to text examples in the mother tongue of the learners. In the concluding 
part of the Unit, which will be practically oriented, teaching materials deal-
ing with the topic of intercultural learning and the experience of foreign-
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Module 5 
Unit 1  Schools as independent enterprises and private-public-
partnership 
There are three different models in relation to the institutional structure of 
schools: the bureaucratic model, which is subjected exclusively to the re-
sponsibility of the state; the private model subjected to public supervision; 
the civil society model for which individual social groups are responsible. 
In recent years, the terms “school-improvement” and “school-
effectiveness” have evolved as key categories in the development of 
schools. For the internal development of schools they stress economic crite-
ria and leadership strategies and economic models of control for the na-
tional educational systems. However, their influence is cushioned by vari-
ous social groups, government policies and institutional models.  
In this context, the question of, on the one hand, co-operation between 
businesses, enterprises, and administrations, and, on the other, individual 
schools gains greater importance. Moreover, the organisation of learning 
which is resource- and output-oriented, and the administration of schools 
become more important. Instruments and action areas are: school sponsor-
ing project-bound cooperation agreements, the opening of schools to their 
local environment, practical experience in companies, expert involvement 
in lessons.  Concepts for the development of schools as “learning organisa-
tions” demand competence in pedagogical school management in the fol-
lowing areas: marketing, budgeting, staff development, quality mainte-
nance, evaluation and control, introduction of new systems of control, 
monitoring of school performance, labour legislation, coaching, and team-
work. 
In this unit students should acquire strategic and practical knowledge in the 
field of economic school management; also, possibilities, forms, and prob-
lems of co-operation with public administration, unions, and private enter-
prises should be studied examplarily. Moreover, students should learn to 
combine pedagogical tasks and economic features in the organisation of 
schools and in individual projects; they must be able to critically judge the 
latter in relation to consequences and side-effects for the learning process 
of their pupils. 
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In addition to gaining abilities in the management of schools, problematic 
questions will have to be part of the analysis: How and with which conse-
quences can education in schools be quantified and operationalized by de-
fined standards?  How is it possible to enforce pedagogically legitimized 
criteria of effectiveness and sustainable success in the work of schools?  
With what socio-economic approaches can the process of commercializa-
tion and privatization in the education systems be judged on a national, 
European, and global level?  Which are the pedagogical arguments that 
speak for or against the strengthening of criteria of business management 
and market economy and for strategies of school management?  Do 
chances or risks prevail in the systematic opening of educational institu-
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Module 5 
Unit 2  School development in Europe – methods and standards 
of evaluation and quality assurance 
Since the 1980’s the control of school systems, in terms of educational pol-
icy in Europe, has been following a general trend of loosening central 
structural guidelines and, at the same time, strengthening the autonomy of 
schools. These changes started in Scandinavia, The Netherlands and Great 
Britain; in other European regions and states this process has reached dif-
ferent stages of development, depending on the national tradition and struc-
ture locally. The ‘price’ of this decentralisation can be seen in an increased 
pressure for schools to be accountable for their experiences and results 
against a backdrop of centrally (more or less open) defined quality stan-
dards. Until a few years ago scientific and educational concepts of school 
development could be clearly differentiated according to concepts of organ-
isational development (with the emphasis on new models of steering), staff 
development (with the emphasis on internal in-service training), and the 
development of teaching (with the emphasis on the various methods of 
teaching/learning processes). Currently multi-factor and integrated ap-
proaches are favoured.  
The discussion on quality assurance in schools is characterised by a number 
of factors and questions which can be described by the following terms: 
•  from input steering (curricula, staff development) to output steering 
(pupil performance, competence level), 
•  from external scientific  and administrative evaluation to self evalua-
tion as an original task of educational institutions and the teaching 
profession, 
•  from quantitative quality indicators (rate of illiteracy, the rate and 
length of schooling) to qualitative indicators (work climate, satisfac-
tion), 
•  from regionally and thematically limited to nationally, or rather, in-
ternationally and generalised standards. 
A report from the General Directorate for Education and Culture of the 
European Commission (Luxemburg 2001) assumes 16 quality indicators 
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for school education: knowledge level (mathematics, reading, natural sci-
ences,  information and communication technologies, foreign languages, 
learning to learn and civic studies) successes and transitions (drop-outs, 
successful completion of secondary education at 18, participants of tertiary 
education), monitoring (evaluation and steering, parent participation) and 
resources (qualification of teachers, pre-school education, number of com-
puters per pupil, expenditure on education). International comparative stud-
ies on pupil performance (TIMMS, PISA, CIVED) with their empirically 
based competence profiles, have contributed to a development which is 
aiming at standards of education on a national and international level.  
In this module students should critically analyse information and concepts 
of quality development and assurance. By doing this the students should be 
enabled to construct and use the instruments (test construction, feedback 
questionnaires, methods of self assessment), competently in the context of 
European education systems and against the backdrop of a well founded 
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Qualitätsevaluation und Qualitätsentwicklung im Schulwesen. Innsbruck: 
Studien-Verlag  
Schratz, Michael et. al (2000): Qualitätsentwicklung. Verfahren, Methoden, 
Instrumente. Weinheim und Basel: Beltz  
Tillmann, Klaus-Jürgen (1989; ed.): Was ist eine gute Schule? Hamburg: 
Bergmann+Helbig  
Tippelt, Rudolf (ed.; 2002): Handbuch Bildungsforschung, Opladen: Le-
ske+Budrich  
Weinert, Franz E. (ed.; 2001): Leistungsmessungen in Schulen, Weinheim 
Basel: Beltz  
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Module 5 
Unit 3  Alternatives school projects in different European coun-
tries 
Is there a European model of the primary school? Is there a European stan-
dard of teacher education? Is such a standard necessary? How to define 
such standards of primary education which will satisfy the majority of 
European citizens?  Are such common models and standards indispensable 
or does the solution lie in pedagogic and school pluralism?  
School pluralism and pedagogic pluralism in state schools represent a sig-
nificant feature of democratic school systems in Europe. In the second half 
of the 20
th century a  great number of schools based on some alternative 
pedagogical concepts were active in most states in Central, Western and 
Northern Europe besides state schools (Montessori, Waldorf, Freinet, the 
Dalton plan, the Jena plan, and others). At this time, the state school was 
the only option in the countries of the so-called Eastern Block and no pos-
sibility of organization and work was given to any alternative school within 
the area of compulsory education. At the turn of the 20
th century, after fifty 
years of school and educational conformism, these countries started the 
process of the introduction of pedagogic pluralism.  
The Unit will present the basic pedagogical features and specific qualities 
of the dominant pedagogic concepts of school and educational pluralism in 
Europe. In addition, some of these concepts will be studied more thor-
oughly and close cooperation will be established with the leading European 
experts in this area of education. The Unit will also present an introduction 
to the actual work of some alternative schools (study visits, attendance at 
observation classes, research, etc.). 
Alternative schools are gaining an increasingly important position within 
the process of lifelong learning as a leading educational philosophy and 
process and as part of the process of globalisation and individualisation of 
nation states. They meet the demand for a stronger ethics of responsibility 
and an increasingly pronounced orientation towards a self-confident, coop-
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erative and creative individual. Alternative school forms and numerous 
educational concepts have developed as a manifestation of civil initiative, 
as an act of creation of a new possibility to shape one’s own future. As 
such, they require scientific study and discursive analysis of the following 
issues: their contribution to the process of democratisation of education and 
to the liberation and strengthening of civil initiatives (especially in post-
communist countries), their contribution to the formation of European iden-
tity as a process of constant development and questioning of the place and 
role of Europe in the world order, the multiculturalism of societies. Alter-
native school forms allow for encounters and dialogue between individual 
cultures and represent a potential for the development of a responsible, co-
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Göhlich, Michael (ed.; 1997): Offener Unterricht, Community Education, 
Alternativschulpädagogik, Reggiopädagogik. Weinheim: Beltz 
Hansel, Toni (ed.; 2001): Schulprofil und Schulqualität. Perspektiven der 
aktuellen Schulreformdebatte. Herbolzheim: Centaurus 
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Hofer, Christine (2001.): Die pädagogische Anthropologie Maria Montes-
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Holzapfel, Hartmut (2000): Bildungspolitische Thesen für die Schule von 
Morgen. Frankfurt/Main: Verlag für Akademische Schriften 
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Independent Schools Information Service 
Miller, Ron, (2002): 1956-Free schools, free people: education and democ-
racy after the 1960s. Albany: State University of New York Press  
Paschen, Harm/Wigger, Lothar (ed.; 1996): Schulautonomie als Entschei-
dungsproblem. Zur Bewegung heterogener Argumente. Weinheim: Deut-
scher Studien Verlag 
Randoll, Dik (1999): Waldorfpädagogik auf dem Prüfstand. Auch eine 
Herausforderung an das öffentliche Schulwesen? Berlin: Verlag für Wis-
senschaft und Bildung 
Scholz, Norbert (ed.; 1992): Freie Alternativschulen: Kinder machen Schu-
le. Wolfratshausen: Drachen Verlag 
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Internet pages 
Association Montessori Internationale    
URL: http://www.montessori-ami.org  
This site gives an explanation of the role of the International Association 
and contains shorter texts on Maria Montessori's pedagogy, the description 
of school curricula and links to other useful sites related to the Montessori 
pedagogy. 
Federation Internationale des Movements d'Ecole Moderne    
URL: http://www.freinet.org   
URL: http://freinet.org/fimem   
URL: http://freinet.paed.com/news/index.php    
An international teachers' association which follows the ideas of Celestin 
Freinet. The sites contain brief information on Freinet's ideas in education 
and links to some schools that promote the ideas of this famous educator in 
their work. 
Summerhill School    
URL: http://www.s-hill.demon.co.uk/index.htm   
A holistic presentation of this unique alternative school in England ( a 
short description of its educational concept, its program, timetable of ac-
tivities and photographs).  
Jena-Plan    
URL: http://www.derby.ac.uk/telmie/private/osnabruck/peters1.htm  
A selection of short texts describing Peter Petersen's pedagogy. The site 
contains links to schools following and promoting the ideas of this renown 
representative of reformist pedagogy from Germany.  
Waldorfschools    
URL: http://www.waldorfschule.info  
URL: http://www.steinerwaldorf.org.uk   
URL: http://www.steinerschule.ch   
Essential information concerning the pedagogy of Rudolf Steiner and links 
to the most important Waldorf Teacher Associations in Germany the UK, 
Switzerland and some other countries. 
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Module 5 
Unit 4  International projects: concepts and management 
The internationalization of education and the emergence of a European di-
mension take place not only on the level of everyday experience as well as 
that of teaching and learning activities organized by and in schools, but also 
on the level of the educational programmes of national and supranational 
organizations. 
The basic requirements for initializing, planning and realizing international 
projects are identical to those generally needed in project-based teaching. 
Among these prerequisites are basic skills in cooperating with different 
educational departments, in team-teaching, in organizing and conducting 
projects, in the acquisition of techniques for cooperative work, in preparing 
material for autodidactic study, etc. Yet, concerning their intention, these 
projects form quite a special case as they are arranged in accordance with 
both national and international regulations including their respective politi-
cal implications. Differences in the levels of pedagogic work and the politi-
cal aims of the offered programmes must be considered a core concern of 
didactic reflection if the educational process is to overcome the limits of 
pure affirmative action. 
Such project plans are outlined by various European educational pro-
grammes (like SOCRATES), and each emphasize different aspects. For 
their theoretical evaluation as well as for their practical application within a 
specific educational process (determined by social conditions, regulations 
of the curriculum, etc.), one has to draw on detailed and comprehensive 
information about the projects offered, as well as an analysis of the various 
interests involved and an assessment of the technical and cognitive re-
quirements. 
Finally, transnational projects depend upon – and aim at – the critical re-
flection of the processes of communication under special circumstances. 
Their particular conditions are the result of cultural, linguistic, economic, 
geographical and political differences as well as the consequences of these 
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on technical and methodical options (e.g. long distance communication). 
The differences in the culturally determined shades of perception add to 
this complex problem. 
Planning such projects requires a detailed analysis of the particular teach-
ing and learning conditions and great competence in moderation, because 
not only national conceptions of teaching aiming at international, bi-
national, or transnational cooperation (e.g. in subjects such as foreign lan-
guage, geography, or even history, etc.) have to be taken into account, but 
also the everyday experiences of students outside school, for instance the 
use or non-use of the internet. 
Overcoming difficulties in organizing and funding projects, handling insti-
tutional problems in one’s own vicinity (school, parents, diverse private or 
public partners) and keeping in mind similar difficulties on the side of the 
partners in other countries obviously requires a suitable set of information, 
operational skills and routines. 
Therefore, the aim of this unit is to describe this set, present an overview of 
options in transnational project work, outline existing European projects 
currently offered and evaluating these not only with regard to their practi-
cability, but also with regard to their prerequisites and consequences. A 
model project might offer a suitable framework for such analysis. 
In planning this, the following questions shall be of prime importance: 
What are the tyical phases of a transnational project? 
•  Which national particularities have to be taken into account in trans-
national cooperation? 
•  What institutional obstacles are likely to occur and how can they be 
dealt with? 
•  Which partners beyond the schools could possibly be interested in 
this kind of project work? 
•  How can the project work ultimately be evaluated? 
A.H./H.J.v.O./K.B./U.K. 
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Internet pages 
World University Service (WUS) Deutsches Komitee e.V. /WUS Informa-
tionsstelle Bildungsauftrag Nord-Süd: Kooperation und Vernetzung für 
Globales Lernen. „Who is Who in der entwicklungspolitischen Bildungsar-
beit“ (adresses)  
URL: http://www.wusgermany.de/wusinf/frames/auslaenderstframe.htm 
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Brot für die Welt in Zusammenarbeit mit dem Arbeitskreis Pädagogik und 
der Schulprojektstelle Globales Lernen   
URL: http://www.global-lernen.de/service/zips/g_lernen/in_gl.htm  
This adress containts many project oriented materials 
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Handbooks, Dictionaries, Journals, Bibliographies, 
Internetportals, Databases  
Handbooks and Dicitionaries 
 
Galton, Maurice/Moon, Bob (eds; 1994): Handbook of Teacher Training in 
Europe. London: David Fulton Publishers, Taylor and Francis 
Lauterbach, Uwe/Alvarez, Nieves/Paul- Kohlhoff; Lanzendorf, Ute/Kruse, 
Wilfried (eds.)/Deutsches Institut für Internationale Pädagogische For-
schung (ed.; 1997): Internationales Handbuch der Berufsbildung. Baden-
Baden: Nomos Verlag 
Banks, James A./Mc Gee Banks, Cherry A. (eds.; 1995): Handbook of Re-
search on Multicultural Education . New York, London, Mexiko City u.a.: 
MacMillan. 
Bausch, Karl-Richard/Christ, Herbert/Krumm, Hans Jürgen (eds.; 1995
3): 
Handbuch Fremdsprachenunterricht. Tübingen: Francke 
Cashmore, E. (in cooperation with: Banton, M./Jennings, J./Troyna, B./van 
den Berghe, P.L. (eds.; 1996
4): Dictionary of Race and Ethnic Relations. 
London: Routledge 
Dadzie, Stella (ed.; 1997): Jugend- und Erwachsenenbildung für ethnische 
Minderheiten in Europa. Ein Handbuch für Antirassismusarbeit und Or-
ganisationsentwicklung. Loseblatt-Ausgabe. Bonn IIZ-DVV. (= Interna-
tionale Perspektiven der Erwachsenenbildung. 19) 
Dadzie, Stella (eds.; 1997): Adult Education in Multi-Ethnic Europe. A 
Handbook for Organisational Change. Loseblatt-Ausg. Bonn: IIZ-DVV. 
Encyclopedia of Language and Education 1998 > (Tome 1, 2, 6, 7, 8 ; vari-
ous eds.). Dordrecht: Kluwer 
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Eurostat (2000
5): Europe in Figures. Luxemburg: Amt für amtliche Veröf-
fentlichungen der Europäischen Gemeinschaften. (auch als CD-ROM) 
URL: http://europa.eu.int/comm/eurostat/ 
Hansen, Georg/Schmalz-Jacobsen, Cornelia (eds.; 1995): Ethnische Min-
derheiten in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland: Ein Lexikon. München: C.H. 
Beck 
Lindig, Wolfgang (1981; 1986
2): Lexikon der Völker und Regionalkulturen 
in unserer Zeit. München: C.H. Beck 
Ludwig, Klemens (1995): Ethnische Minderheiten in Europa. Ein Lexikon. 
München: C.H. Beck 1995 
Nowak, Jürgen: Netzwerk Europa: Einheit in der Vielfalt. historische, ge-
sellschaftliche und sprachliche Zusammenhänge sowie ein Lexikon der 
Vielfalt Europas. (= Völkervielfalt und Minderheitenrechte in Europa, 6) 
Berlin: Hitit Verlag 2001 
Reihe: Kulturatlas Europa. Stuttgart: Klett Verlag  




Sikma, J.H./Tjeerdsma, R.S. (eds.; 1990): Mercator guide to organizations 
providing information on lesser used languages. Ljouwert/Leeuwarden: 
Fryske Akademy  
Sierens, Sven (ed.; 1997), Intercultural Education Materials: A selective 
guide to good examples within the European Union, Gent: Universiteit 
Gent, Steunpunt ICO 
Wege zu Minderheiten in Österreich (1993). Ein Handbuch. Wien: Verlag 
Der Apfel 
 




The Swiss Journal of Language Teaching and Learning   
Comano, 1 (1992), no 1 >; ISSN 1420-0007  
URL: http://www.babylonia-ti.ch 
CEDEFOP – Info. About Vocational Training in the European Union 
Thessaloniki: CEDEFOP, 1 (1995), no 1 >; ISSN 1606-2787   
(german version: ISSN 1606-2817; french Version: ISSN 1606-6259) 
Ethnicity and Racial Studies   
London: Routledge, 1 (1978), no 1 >; ISSN 0141-9870   
URL: http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/carfax/0141-9870.html 
Europa Ethnica. Vierteljahresschrift für Nationalitätenfragen.   
Wien: Braumüller Universitäts-Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1 (1944), no 1>; 
ISSN 0014-2492 
European Journal of Migration and Law   
New York: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1 (1999), no 1 >; ISSN 1388-
364X 
URL: http://www.harvard.edu/urn-3hul.eresource:eurjmglw   
This Online-Journal provide access to full articles from 2000. Table of 
content and abstracts may be available by earlier years. 
European Journal of Teacher Education   
London: Carfax Publishing, 1 (1978), no 1  >; ISSN 0261-9768   
URL: http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/carfax/02619768.html 
European Journal “Vocational Training”   
Thessaloniki: CEDEFOP, 1 (1994), no 1>; ISSN 0378-5068   
(german version ISSN 0378-5106; french version: ISSN 0378-5092) 
German as a foreign language: GFL   
Teaching and Learning German in an Intercultural Context; a new internet 
journal for all Germanists. Bonn: DAAD/Goethe-Institut, 1 (2000), no1 > 
Global Lernen. Service für Lehrerinnen und Lehrer   
Stuttgart: Brot für die Welt in Zusammenarbeit mit dem Arbeitskreis Päd-
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agogik und der Schulprojektstelle Globales Lernen,1 (1995), no 1 >; ISSN 
0948-7425  
URL: http://www.global-lernen.de/service/zips/g_lernen/in_gl.htm 
Globalisation Societies and Education   
London: Carfax, 1 (2003), no 1 >; ISSN 14-76-7724; Online: ISSN 1476-
7732  
URL: http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/carfax/14767732.html 
Human Rights Review   




Identities. Global Studies in culture and power   
London: Routledge, 1 (1985), no 1>; ISSN 1070-289X   
URL: http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/carfax/1070-289X.html 
Immigrants and Minorities.    
London: F. Cass, 1 (1981), no 1>; ISSN 0261-9288   
URL: http://www.frankcass/com/jnls/im.htm 
Intercultural Education (Formerly European Journal of Intercultural 
Studies). 
London: Carfax Publishing, 1 (1990), no 1>; ISSN 1467-5986  
URL: http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/carfax/14675986.html 
International Journal of Bilingual Education and Bilingualism 
Clevedon: Multilingual Matters, 1 (1998), no 1 >; ISSN 1367-0050 
URL: http://www.multilingualmatters.com/multi/journals_ijbeb.asp?-
TAGB9361IX7X7X49 
International Journal of Inclusive Education  
London: Taylor & Francis, 1 (1995), no 1 >; ISSN 1360-3116   
URL: http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/carfax/13603116.html 
International Journal of Intercultural Education   
New Brunswik N.J.: Transaction Periodicals Consortium, 1 (1977),  no1 >; 
ISSN 0147-1767 
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International Journal of Intercultural Relations   
Oxford: Pergamon Press/Amsterdam: Elsevier Science, 1 (1977), no >; 
ISSN 0147-1767   
URL: http://www.elsevier.nl/inca/publications/store/5/3/5/ 
iza. Migration und Sozialarbeit  
Frankfurt/Main: Institut für Sozialarbeit und Sozialpädagogik, 1 (1980), no 
1 >; ISSN 0172-746X 
Journal of ethnic and migrations studies (formerly New Community) 
London: Carfax Publishing 1 (1975/1998), no 1>; ISSN 1369-183X 
URL: http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/carfax/1369183X.html 
Journal of European Integration / Revue d’Intégration Européenne 
London: Carfax Publishing 1 (1979), no 1>; ISSN 0703-6337   
URL: http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/carfax/07036337.html 
Journal of Human Rights   
London: Carfax Publishing, 1 (2002), no 1 >; ISSN 1475-4835; Online: 
ISSN 1475-4843   
URL: http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/carfax/14754835.html 
Journal of Multilingual and Multicultural Development.  
Clevedon: Multilingual Matters, 1 (1980), no 1 >; ISSN 0143-4632 
URL: http://www.multilingualmatters.com/multi/journals_ijbeb.asp?-
TAGB9361IX7X7X49.. 
Migration. A European Journal of International Migration and Ethnic Rela-
tions. 
Berlin: Parabolis, 1 (1987), n
o 1 >; ISSN 0721-2887   
URL: http://www.emz-berlin.de/migratio/migratio.htm 
Migration themes. A Journal for migration and ethnic studies. 
Zagreb: Institute of Migration and Ethnic Studies, 1 (1985), n
o 1 >; ISSN 
0352-5600 
Multicultural Education Abstracts   
London: Francis & Taylor Group, 1 (1982), no 1 >; ISSN 0260-9770 
URL: http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/carfax/02609770.html 
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OECD Thematic Review of National Policies for Education   
URL:  http://www.oecd.org 
Race, Ethnicity and Education.  
London: Carfax Publishing, 1 (1998), n
o 1 >; ISSN 1361-3324 
URL: http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/carfax/13613324.html 
Tertium Comparationis. Journal für International und Interkulturell Ver-
gleichende Erziehungswissenschaft     
Münster: Waxmann, 1(1995), no 1 >; ISSN 0947-9732   
URL: http://www.waxmann.com   
Table of content and abstracts may be available 
Zeitschrift für interkulturellen Fremdsprachenunterricht   
Edmonton, Alberta (Ca): 1 (1996), n
o 1 >   
URL: http://www.ualberta.ca/~german/ejournal/ejournal.html 
Zeitschrift für internationale Schulbuchforschung  
Journal of international textbook reasearch   
Braunschweig: Georg-Eckert-Institut for international textbook research 1 
(1979), no 1>; ISSN’ 0172-8237   
URL: http://www.gei.de  




Berliner Institut für Vergleichende Migrationsforschung: [Literaturdaten-
bank zu den Bereichen Migration und ethnische Beziehungen] [Datenbank 
mit eigenem Stichwortsystem]   
URL: http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~migration/Iw53.htm 
Brammerts, Helmut: Language learning in tandem bibliography. Ruhr-
Universität Bochum, Seminar für Sprachlehrforschung.   
URL: http://tandem.uni-trier.de/Tandem/biblio/bibinfen/html 
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Bibliographie de base sur la protection internationale des droits de 
l’homme (revisée en juin 2000)  
URL : http://www.iidh.org/downloads/bibliospe01.PDF 
Deutsch als Fremdsprache: Bibliographien: Basisbibliographie; Ge-
samtbestand; Seminarbibliographien. Bearb. von Willkop, Eva; Braun, An-
gelika; Grein, Marion (Universität Mainz). Kontakt: willkop@mail.uni-
mainz.de 
URL: http://daf.uni-mainz.de/bibliogr.htm 
Deutsche Stiftung für internationale Entwicklung: Literaturlisten der Bi-
bliothek: Menschenrechte in der Entwicklungszusammenarbeit: Literatur-
auswahl 1994 – 2000. Stand 10.11.2000   
URL: http://www.dse.de/zd/biblio/mensch.htm 
[DIPF] – Deutsches Institut für Internationale Pädagogische Forschung 
(IuD) in cooperation with Fachinformationszentrum (FIS) Bildung. Biblio-
graphie zur europäischen Dimension im Bildungswesen / Bibliography on 
the European dimension of education.  Bearb. von Bartel, Hans unter Mi-
tarbeit von Bambey, Doris; Cseh, Gertrude; Kreusch, Julia:   
for 1996/97: Berlin (Verlag für Wissenschaft und Bildung) 1998    
for 1997/98. Berlin (Verlag für Wissenschaft und Bildung) 1999 
DIPF-online Datenbank “Europäische Dimension im Bildungswe-
sen/European Dimension in Education”   
URL: http://www.dipf.de/datenbanken/edb.htm 
DIPF-online-Datenbank INES: “Information on National Education Sys-
tems” 
URL: http://www.dipf.de/datenbanken/ines.htm 
EURYDICE (1995): Thematic Bibliography, no 1: Teacher Training. Brus-
sels: Eurydice European Unit 
EURYDICE (1996): Thematic Bibliography: The European Dimension in 
Education. Brussels: Eurydice European Unit 
EXPLICA – terminologische Datenbank   
URL:http://www.dipf.de/datenbanken/explica.htm 
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EURYDICE – Online Datenbank: Veröffentlichungsverzeichnis und Glos-
sar für Bildungsterminologie/Publications and Glossary   
URL: http://www.eurydice.org  
Goethe-Institut, Sektion Forschung und Entwicklung (München) in Coop-
eration with Österreich Institut GmbH and Lern- und Forschungszentrum 
Fremdsprachen, Universität Fribourg/Schweiz Annotated bibliography 
“Deutsch als Fremdsprache“ (with different selected bibliographies).  
URL: http://www.goethe.de/z/82/acwww25/katalog/deindex.htm 
Informationszentrum Sozialwissenschaften der Arbeitsgemeinschaft 
Sozialwissenschaftlicher Institute e.V., Bonn/Landeszentrum für Zuwan-
derung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Solingen (eds.; 1995 >): Migration und eth-
nische Minderheiten. Bonn (2 editions/year; ISSN 0938-6033)   
Interkulturelle Bildung: Situation in den Herkunftsländern; Migrationsursa-
chen, Migrationsfolgen; Alltagsleben, Alltagskultur; Interkulturelles 
Zusammenleben; Schule; Freizeit; Familie; Arbeitswelt; Gesellschaft, Öf-
fentlichkeit 
Multicultural Bibliography. Training Teachers to teach multicultural educa-
tion.  
URL: http://coehd.utsa.edu/programs/mxamlit/mb3.html 
Sietar (ed.): Fachbibliographien [Trainingsmaterial, Evaluationsverfahren 
zur Ermittlung interkultureller Kompetenz, Trainingsfilme usw.]   
URL: http://www.sietar-deutschland.org/index.html   
URL: http://www.tu-chemnitz.de/phil/ikk/sietar/doc.html 
Sinti und Roma – Informationen. Bibliographie (1945 bis heute).   
URL: http://amor.rz.hu-berlin.de/~h044sjj/gegenwart.htm 
Sokrates-Lingua: Joint Educational Projects – Handbook   
URL: http://europa.eu.int/comm/education/socrates/lingua/more.html  
Contents of the Handbook: Section 1 gives a general overview, sets out the 
basic principles and criteria and tries to anticipate some of the problems 
you may meet. Section 2  describes in detail each phase of the JEP; the 
pages are tagged to make the information more easily accessible. Section 3  
gives advice on setting up the budget. Section 4 gives examples of JEPs.; 
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contains a list of addresses mentionned in the Handbook and some further 
information on SOCRATES, LINGUA and Comenius. The Annex: contains 
Guidance on visa exemption for non-nationals, examples of Entrance and 
Matching Forms.  
Stenzel, Brigitte (1997): Bibliography on the Development of Education 
and Training in Central and Eastern Europe 1995 – 1997. Berlin: Verlag für 
Wissenschaft und Bildung 




Viadrina – Europäische Universität Frankfurt/Oder/Schultz, Helga 
(eds.):Grenzregionen Deutschlands mit seinen Nachbarn. (Bibliography) 
URL: http://viadrina.euv-frankfurt-o.de/~wsgn/grenze4.html 
 
Websites, Internetportals and Databases 
 
Datenbank „Ethnische Konflikte“. Asienhaus – Bibliothek Essen (eds.) 
URL: http://www.asienhaus.org/library/archiv.htm#kataloge 
Information on National Education Systems (INES) [mit weiteren URLs zu 
Europäischen Institutionen]   
URL: http://www.dipf.de/datenbanken/ines.htm 
Internet-Portal: EU-Portal zum e-Learning   
URL: http://europa.eu.int/comm/education/elearning/indexde.html 
Intercultural Relations.com  – Your Intercultural Relations Web Portal 
http://www.interculturalrelations.com/  
InterculturalRelations.com is a free online interdisciplinary resource de-
signed for the interculturalists around the world who study, teach, train 
and/or research in cross-cultural psychology, cultural anthropology, inter-
cultural communication, multicultural education, race/ethnic relations (so-
ciology), multicultural literature, sociolinguistics, TESOL, international 
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business and other related sub-disciplines. We are also happy to make 
these resources available to those who may not be in academia, but still 
strive to understand the multicultural world.  
Migration und Minderheiten im WWW. (Adressen, Literatur, Datenbanken 
usw.) InformationsZentrum (IZ) Sozialwissenschaften (ed.); compiled by 
Köhler, Anne; Ohly, Peter.   
URL: http://www.bonn.iz-soz.de/themen/migration/alphA-C.htm 
Online-Datenbank “Europäische Dimension im Bildungswesen”   
URL: http://www.dipf.de/datenbanken/edb.htm 
Online Glossary: Bildungsterminologie und Veröffentlichungsverzeichnis 




The portal on learning opportunities throughout the European Space, will 
help to find out about education and training available throughout Europe. 
PLOTEUS is a service of the European Commission. The selection on the 
links and their descriptions are provided and kept up to date by Euroguid-
ance network. 
Terminologische Datenbank   
URL: http://www.dipf.de/datenbanken/explica.htm 
 
A selection of Internetportals: International Organisations  
European Training Foundation   
URL: http://www.etf.eu.int 
OSCE    
URL:  http://www.osce.org 
Soros Foundation   
URL: http://www.soros.org 
Stability Pact for South Eastern Europe –  Enhanced Graz Process   
URL: http://www.stabilitypact.org   
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The World Bank   
URL: http://www.worldbank.org 
The Internet Basis for Intercultural Education including Anti-Racist Educa-
tion and Human Rights Education. A selection of articles from relevant 
documents , adopted by the governments of member states of the United 
Nations, UNESCO, the OSCE and the Council of Europe. Compiled and 






European organisations: a selection of electronic documents  
Council of Europe language policy (Strasbourg)   
URL:http://www.coe.int/portalT.asp  
The Council of Europe accords special importance to fostering the linguis-
tic and cultural diversity of its member States. Its activities in the field of 
languages aim to promote plurilingualism and pluriculturalism among citi-
zens in order to combat intolerance and xenophobia by improving commu-
nication and mutual understanding between individuals.  
European Centre for modern Languages (Graz)   
URL: http://www.ecml.at (as of 2003-02-05)   
Within the framework of cultural co-operation and respecting the rich lin-
guistic and cultural diversity in Europe, the Centre has as its mission: the 
implementation of language policies; the promotion of innovative ap-
proaches to the learning and teaching of modern languages. 
European Commission: Executive Board Education and Culture (ed.): Le 
Magazine. Le Magazine. 14/2001. Learning languages opens new paths. 
URL: http://europa.eu.int/comm/dgs/education_culture/mag/14/page11_ 
de.html (as of 2003-02-05). 
European educational policies, programmes and initiatives for the countries 
of Central and Eastern Europe: Council of Europe    
URL:  http://www.coe.int 
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European Union: Education, Training  
URL: http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/de/s19000.htm (as of 2003-02-05). 
The following chapters are available: Cooperation with member states, 
education, vocational training, youth, cooperation with third states. In 
each chapter currently valid EU-documents can be found as well as infor-
mation about EU-sponsored programmes (e.g. SOKRATES, TEMPUS). 
Examples for the information and documents available in different lan-
guages of the EU are: 
•  The concrete future goals of educational systems.   
URL: http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/de/cha/c11049.htm (as of 
2003-02-05; English/German) 
•  Foreign language teaching. The early conveying of languages; Euro-
pean Year of Languages 2001.     
URL:  http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/de/cha/c11042.htm (as of  
2003-02-05). 
•  Education of migrant children.     
URL: http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/de/cha/c11034.htm (as of 
2003-02-05). 
•  Education of Sinti and Roma children  . 
URL: http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/de/cha/c11035.htm (as of 
2003-02-05). 
•  Life-long learning in Europe.    
URL: http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/de/cha/c11054.htm (as of 
2003-02-05). 
•  SOKRATES. Phase II.    
URL: http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/de/cha/c11043.htm (as of 
2003-02-05). 
•  TEMPUS III (2000 – 2006).    
URL: http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/de/cha/c11020c.htm (as of 
2003-02-05). 
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European Union: Glossary   
-> Die EU im Überblick -> Glossar (-> An overview of the EU ->Glossary) 
URL: http://europa.eu.int   
This address gives an overview of the different EU-areas of political activi-
ties in alphabetical order and hence of the most important EU-documents 
and -information, among others in such fields as “Fighting Racism and 
hostility against foreigners”, education, equal opportunities, charta of ba-
sic rights, human rights and greenbooks. 
European Union Internet Links  
URL: http://www.unc.edu/depts/eucenter/eulinks.html   
Each of the sections listed below contains a collection of hyperlinks to 
websites containing information on the government, politics, political par-
ties, and history of the country or region. It is by no means exhaustive, but 
represents those links recommended to the Center for European Studies by 
faculty and students at UNC Chapel Hill. 
European Union Internal Resources    
URL: http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/GSSI/eu.html (as of 2003-02-05).  
This address provides links to the different organs and committees of the 
EU (in English) and also to several virtual libraries (bibliographic tools), 
EU-journals, treaties and more. Besides, links can be found for “European 
Government Servers” and “EU-Offices around the World” and for several 
universities offering relevant information (bibliographies, history of the EU 
etc.). 
European Union online   
URL: http://europa.eu.int   
This address provides links to all of the political domains of the EU, among 
them education, culture, languages (several EU-languages). 
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European Schools Project. (RISC) Resources, Information and Support 
Centre.  
URL: http://www.esp.uva.nl (as of 2003-02-05).   
“The European Schools Project supports teachers and pupils in participat-
ing in the world of Internet-based Computer mediated Communication and 
in using Internet´s information resources to improve learning and teaching. 
The ESP is an initiative of the Universiteit van Amsterdam, in close coop-
eration with a network of regional and national coordinators in various 
European countries and beyond.” 
Foxus. Materials for Foreign Laguage Teaching. Language portfolio for 
elementary schools.   
URL: http://www.foxus.de/ps/sprachenportfolio/index.html. (as of 2003-
02-05)  
Here the language portfolio for elementary schools as well as teachers’ 
books can be found. 
German Institute of International Pedagogical Research (DIPF): Pilotpro-
ject “Education PLUS” > Good examples.   
URL: http://www.forumbildung.de/bip_launch02/templates/gutebsp_con-
tent.php (as of 2003-02-05).   
Here a search-mask allows to combine several criteria for the search of 
project descriptions, e.g. on “Intercultural learning” or “The more nations 
the better for the concept”. Intercultural, open, multilingual: The European 
School Cologne. 
Intensification of cooperation with third countries  
URL: http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/de/cha/c11053.htm 
International rules.   
URL: http://www.troc.es/ciemen/mercator/NORM-GB.htm (as of 2003-02-
05).  
This address lists the most important international resolutions and conven-
tions concerning human rights, children’s rights, minority rights, about 
security and cooperation in Europe, about cultural issues, language rights 
etc. which have been passed by the United Nations (UN), the Organisation 
on Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the Council of Europe and 
the European Union (EU). 
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Mobility of students, of young people in vocational training, of young vol-
unteers, teachers and trainers.   
URL: http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/de/cha/c11015.htm (as of 2003-02-
05). 
Teaching methods in social science subjects: Online-documents.   
URL:http://www.sowi-online.de/methoden/methoden-ol.htm (as of 2003-
02-05).  
Here several teaching methods are listed in alphabetical order and with 
references to literature and further links on the issue. 
URL: http://eurolang2001.org   
- is closed since January 2002, for more information about language learn-
ing please visit the European Commission’s website at   
URL:http://europa.eu.int/comm/education/languages/index.html  
- or the Council of Europe’s website at   
URL:http://www.coe.int/T/E/Cultural co-operation/education/Languages 
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Das Zentrum für Europäische Integrationsforschung (ZEI) wurde 1995 als selbständig 
arbeitende, interdisziplinäre Forschungseinrichtung an der Rheinischen Friedrich-Wilhelms-
Universität Bonn gegründet. In Forschung, Lehre und Politikberatung sowie im Dialog 
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Jeder Beitrag gibt die persönliche Meinung der Autoren wieder. Die aktuelle Liste finden 
Sie auf unserer Homepage: http://www.ZEI.de. 
The Center for European Integration Studies (ZEI) was established in 1995 as an inde-
pendent, interdisciplinary research institute at the University of Bonn. With research, teach-
ing and political consultancy ZEI takes part in an intensive dialogue between scholarship 
and society in contributing to the resolution of problems of European integration and the 
development of Europe´s global role. For further information, see: http://www.zei.de. 
ZEI – EUROPEAN INTEGRATION AND SOUTH EASTERN EUROPE PAPERS, published by the Task 
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South Eastern Europe, but also in the Union itself. They are results of the ongoing research 
and projects of the Network for European Studies in South Eastern Europe, coordinated by 
ZEI. Each paper reflects the personal views of the authors. For a current list, see the cen-
ter‘s homepage: http://www.ZEI.de. 